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Our world has changed more in the last fifty years 
perhaps than in all the previous centuries put together. 
1 
Man, being caught up in such a rapi~ly changing way of life, 
has been subjected to much hardship, he faces new discoveries 
to learn about and understand, he must reconcile old 
traditions and concepts with new; the further we delve into 
learning the more we realize that we know almost nothing 
about our world and its surfounding universe. 
This paper presents an argument for a better under-
standing of Samuel Beckett's drama, a type of drama which is 
typical of our modern world, a drama of experimentation, of 
revolt, and of paradoxes. This is the Theater of the Absurd. 
With the ever-increasing rate of scientific disco-
veries in today's world many people seem to be pulled more 
and more away from neat religious concepts which have been 
blindly accepted through the ages; with the advent of Darwin 
the concept of Eden was treated more as a myth or allegory 
than the actual beginnings of mankind on earth. For many 
the image of God is fading into a background of shadowy 
legends, and man is faced with a Godless universe which 
s:eems to be spinning helplessly in a rather chaotic manner 
with no real order behind it. It is this orderless life 
2 
which offers nourishment to the writers of the theater of the 
absurd. For these writers the word "absurd" should not be 
connected with the meaning of ridiculous or funny, but ·with 
the more serious and bitter meaning of ironic tragedy. 
We shall see that Samuel Beckett, as well as some of 
his contemporaries, uses the technique of presenting his 
audiences with a ridiculous setting and situation which will· 
at first bring forth roars of laughter from the spectators 
until the audiences realize that they are laughing at the 
horror of their own lives; the laughter then becomes somewhat 
.forced and, in the end, all noise in the theater has ceased. 
It ·is with this idea of comic tragedy that we must 
approach the absurdists. If something at first strikes you 
as being.possibly humorous, ponder its meaning for a moment 
and you may discover that you missed the implications. · 
CHAPTER II 
PLAYWRIGHTS OF THE ABSURD 
Before attempting an analysis of Beckett's dramatic 
contributions, it would be helpful at this point to look at 
the Theater of the Absurd as a whole; we shall see that our 
playwright in ques.tion is far from original and that he is 
merely a late pioneer in a rather well developed tradition .. 
Today the term "modern drama" often comprises play-
wrights as far back as Henrik Ibsen and Bernard Shaw who 
3 
were most prominent around the turn of the century. Although 
this term would be slightly misleading if applied to the 
plays of Samuel Beckett,·Eugehe Ionesco, Harold Pinter, or 
others in the Absurd movement, it would have meaning when 
used to illustrate the background of our contemporary theater. 
The great "moderns" in the school of Ibsen and Strindberg 
revolted against melodrama and non-realistic theater just as 
the absurdists react to realistic congruous drama .. 
This movement of the Theater of the Absurd is not 
really as simple as I have made it sound in the above para-
graph~ It is not only a reaction against the realistic as 
portrayed by the modernsj but rather a revolt against all 
accepted conventions known to the stage. in this last sense 
the French term·"avant-garde" (sometimes called "vanguard") 
indicates the meaning of experimentation, of being "Out in 
front" of other dramatic forms searching for new ways of 
expression. These terms are usually used interchangeably 
with "theater of the absurd" because, without exception, this 
genre of play presents a very gloomy picture of our absurd 
world and the useless suffering of our everyday lives;. there 
are no solutions presented, only a very grim tableau of 
life's endless and often ironical~y humorous struggle. 
In this section I shall present representative plays 
of certain outstanding playwrights in the Theater of the 
Absurd, using their contributions to illustrate the general 
trends in this contemporary form of drama. 
It is generally agreed upon by most critics that the 
avant-garde movement began with the word "Merdre," the first 
word in Alfred Jerry's Ubu Roi which was presented on 
. --
December 10, 1896, before a rather shocked Parisian audience. 
The word itself, in its correct form, was never spoken on 
stage and Jerry's rendition with the extra £made it both 
shocking and absurdo Mr. Wellwarth had the following 
comment: 
When Jarry wrote Ubu .!!£!., he was not only 
rebelling against the outmoded conventions; 
of the current drama, as the previous "avant-
gardists" had done, but against absolutely 
everything. Jarry rebelled against all 
things, both physical and metaphysical, to 
the point where he had to invent a new 
"reality" beyond the physical: and metapliy-
sical worlds--and thus the calculated 
insanity of 1Pataphysics came into being. 
The inverted world of 'Pataphysics-.is 'impor-
tant in the history of drama in so far as : :. 
it symbolizes Jarry's total rejection of the 
world and the cosmqs. Jarry, fortunately, 
was not a practical and active person, for 
he was the ultimate rebel who insisted on 
building up his own dream world after 
completely rejecting all existing reality.l 
In.!!£!:! Roi Jerry presents us with a rather grotesque, 
warped version of what might resemble a fairy tale. Ubu, a 
typical avant-garde degenerate character, is pictured as 
dirty, smelly, and fat, being urged by a shrewish "Lady 
Macbethian'' wife to usurp the throne of Poland by killing 
off the king and his court. This rather bloody event takes 
place es the king is reviewing his troops; ~bu then murders 
all of the nobility so that he can have all of the money in 
the kingdom for himself. The play continues in this manner 
with Ubu, like a rolling stone, crushing all· that crosses his 
path to a rather perverted form -of monarchy. 
Jarry wrote several other Ubu plays which dealt with 
the same ruthless characters, viewed at different times 
during his life; all of these plays portrayed the same 
society-crushing personality of the rebellious Ubu and his 
family .. 
Jarry died in 1907 at the age of thirty-four, having 
lGeorge Wellwarth, The Theater of Protest and Paradox 
(~ew York: New York University Press, 196~), pp. 3-=4:"· 
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deliberately drunk himself to death. Rebellion was the only 
visible road that Jarry could see which led to freedom. He 
decided to rebel against the ultimate by destroying himself, 
and he chose alcohol as his medium. As he regulated his own 
destiny, he was unable to be at complete liberty, remaining 
contemptuous of all social order, much in the same vein as 
Ubu, until his deliberate death.2 
On the whole, most of the avant-garde experimentation 
and pioneers have come from France; however,. surprisingly 
enough, some of the major figures are not French nationals 
but self-exiled playwrights who have found the Parisian 
atmosphere very favorable to their forms of expression. 
Eugene Ionesco; a native of Rumania, was French on his 
mother's side and decided to become a French citizen himself 
in 1938. Now one of the most outstanding figures in the 
French Theater, Ionesco, like Beckett and many_ others, hes 
adopted French as his second <tongue. 
Eugene Ionesco first.made his name in contemporary 
drama with the Paris production of La Cantatrice Chauve 
(celled The ~ Soprano or ~ Bald Prima Donna) 'in 1948. 
The play is made to represent the ridiculousness of the . 
ritual of social intercourse. The playwright himself admits 
having taken long passages from a primer he had bought to 
2 ' 11' Ibid., p. • 
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learn conversational English.3 The play--or rather 11anti-
play" as he terms i t--reads exactly like the ridiculous 
language found in most English conversation handbooks written 
for the use of foreigners: 
Mary: (Entering) I'm the maid. I 
have spent a very pleasant 
afternoon. I've been to a 
cinema with a man and· I've seen 
a film with some women. After 
the cinema, we·went to drink 
some brandy and milk and then 
read the newspaper. 
Mrs. Smith: I hope that you 1 ve· spent a 
pleasant afternoon, that you· 
went to the cinema with a man 
and that you drank some brandy 
and milk~ 
Mr. Smith: And the newspaper.4 
One can readily see how tiresome the routines of 
daily conversation might become,· and Ionesco renders the 
entire play as absurd as the lines quoted above. The play-
wright made the fo.llowing comment on his own work: 
In The ~ Prima Donna, which is a com-
pletely unserious play where I was most 
concerned with solving purely theatrica.l 
problems, some people have seen a satire· on 
bourgeois society, a criticism of life in 
England, and heaven knows what. In actual 
fact, if it is the criticism of anything, it 
must be of all societies, of language, of 
3Haskell M. Block and R. G. Shedd, eds., Masters of 
Modern Drama {New York: Random House, 1962), p. 1118. 
4Ibid., p. 1122. 
cliches--a parop.y of human"behavior, :apd 
therefore a parody of the theater too.~ 
8 
:!'.!:!£ ~ Soprano is one of Ionesco 1 s few purely 
comic plays, for most of his later works presented the 
absurd as tragic rather than comic.. The Chairs appeared 
in 1952 as Ionesco's most tragic play, based upon the im-
possibility of communication between human beings.. It is 
the story of a very old couple who have invited a large 
crowd of people to the island on which they.live, so that 
the husband can relate his long accumulated knowledge about 
a plan which will save the world. The old man announces 
that this information will be conveyed by ~eans of a 
professional orator; then he and his wife commit suicide by 
jumping out of the window .. As the orator begins to.speak in 
senseless noises, the audience realizes that he is deaf and 
dumb and the:secret is lost forever due to his impotence as 
a speaker. Ionesco comments on his achievement in the 
typical absurdist manner: 
. . 
In The Chairs I have tried to deal more 
directly with the themes that obsess me; with 
emptiness, with frustration, with this world, 
at once fleeting and crushing, with despair 
and death. The characters I have used are 
not fully conscious of their spiritual root-
lessness, but they feel it instinctively and 
5 John Gas·sner and Relph G. Allen, Theater and Drama· 
.!!! the Making (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., l<if>4>-;-p. 814. 
[ 
,. . 
emotionally. They feel "lost" in the world, 
something. is missing
6
which they cannot, to 
their grief, supply. 
Another member of the French-speaking avant..:garde-
movement is Jean Genet who has become one of the most out-
standing moderns, even to· the point of canonization by Jean-. 
Paul Sartre in his book Saint Genet: Comedien ~ }~rtyr. 
His firs·t play~ Maids was produced in Paris in 1947. The 
_play deals with the imaginary world of two maids, who play 
the roles of .mistress and maid while their real mistress is 
away. To make the play even more of an illusion Genet's 
directions stated that boys should play.the parts of the 
maids and that posters to that effect shou·ld be placed in 
various parts of the theater.7 Genet's. idea of non-reality 
comes into full force as· the various figures seem to merge 
into each other and become almost indistinguishable as in-
dividuals themselves since they are-not really being 
themselves. Genet's best knowp play,~ Balcony, was 
. produced in 1956 end once again is based upon the theme that 
reality is merely appearance. "The Balcony" is the name of 
a whorehouse in which the visitors mot only satisfy their 
sexual needs but can also make a sort of reality of their 
grandiose fantasieso \Each client may arrange the stage to 
6Ibid., p. 816. 
7wellwarth, p. 115. 
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suit himself; the women of the house are chosen as much for 
their ability as actresses as·for their attractiveness as 
prostitutes. There are such pretensions as a gasman. who 
dresses as a bishop• a man posing as a judge, and a very 
timid-looking, puny man who dresses as a general at his own 
hero's funeral. All players wore padded clothing to make 
them look larger than they really were. These imposters go 
so far as to stop outside a revolution .by making the rebels 
think that the heads of state are still orga·nized. The play 
is actually much more. complicated and full of action than I 
have mentioned here. It presents Genet's idea ~oncerning 
how false what we call reality can actuallY. be. The play 
ends with a speechby the "Madame" as she turns out the 
lights of the house: 
In a little while, I'll have to start all 
over again • • • put all the lights on again 
• · •• dress up ••• (A cock crows.) Dress 
up • • • ah, the disguise! Distribute roles 
again ••• assume my own • • • (She stops 
in the middle of the stage, facing the 
audience.) ••• Prepare yours ••• judges, 
generals, bishops, chamberlains, rebels who 
allow revolt to congeal, I'm going to 
prepare my costumes and studios for tomorrow. 
• • You must now go home, where everything--
you can be8quite sure--will be even falser than here. 
. 8Jean Genet, ~ Balcony (translated by Bernard 
Fretchtman, New York: Grove Pre~s, Inc., 1958), pp. 117-118~ 
Perhaps the pioneer of contemporary drama in Germany 
could be traced back to the influence of Bertolt Brecht who 
is best known for his Threepenny Opera which was written in 
1928 in close collaboration with the composer, Kurt Weill. 
Although Brecht remained very close to the Communist party,. 
lie did not altogether adhere to the Marxist view on art· and 
did much experimenting in theme and techniques; and, as it 
turned out, his plays such as Baal and Drums in the Night 
were more popular in Western Europe than in Eastern 
Europe, with the exception of East Berlin.9 
In~ Cities' Jungle, composed around 1924, has been 
said to anticipate some of the later work by Beckett and 
. lO 
Ionesco underlining the impossibility of communication. 
Friedrich Durrenmatt, a prominent spokesman for the 
German-speaking contemporary drama, gained most of his 
success from the 1956 production of The Visit (Der ·Besuch 
der alten Dame). The plot is centered around the people of ·- -
a once rich German town who are waiting for the return of a 
former resident, then a whore in Hamburg, who had become a 
very rich widow and who is now returning home to make every-
one rich. The town's people elect Alfred Il] to· court the 
9Block and Shedd, p. 841. 
·' lOoavid I. Grossvogel, Four Playwri~hts ~ ~ Post-
script (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 962),, p. 5,. 
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widow with the idea of obtaining as much money as possible 
from her. The widow, ~t a banquet, declares that Alfred 
has publicly called her a whore and agrees to give the town 
a billion if he is murdered. The innocent Ill is murdered by 
the .luxury-hungry people, and (as the curtain falls) they. 
are left with their check for the billion along with a heavy 
conscience. Mr. Wellwarth makes the following generalization 
about the German-speaking theater: 
The contemporary German-speaking drama differs 
from the French avant-garde in being more 
rational and more topical. It is influenced 
by Shaw and Brecht rather than by Jarry and 
Artaud •. The ·themes of protest and paradox 
are still there, but speech is once again the 
medium of communication, although dramatic 
form continues to be broken down. The use 
of violence and cruelty continues, but it is 
now once more explicable and politically 
involved instead of cosmic and mysterious, as 
in the violence and cruelty of the "Savage 
God.nl.l 
Edward Albee, a native of Washington, D. c.,.is 
perhaps the leader of the avant-garde movement on this .side 
of the Atlantico Albee's first creation, ~Zoo Story, 
was first produced in West Berlin on September 28, 1959, 
after having been rejected in the United States, and th~n 
returned to this country when the story of its success had 
crossed the Atlantic.. Feeling that this piece was safe to 
'. .. '.~> . '~· .. , ;- 'i'' .. : l·:~::·i·,.-~.~t-: '._· .. ··~. '· .... : \ 
llwellwarth, Po 134. 
produce, it opened at the Princetown Playhouse in New York 
on January 14·, 1960, and was applauded by enthus;l.astic 
reviewers who seem to have based their criticisms on what 
they heard from Europe.12 
The s~ory is very simple and, at the same time, ~ery 
complex. The action is reduced to a conversation petween 
Jerry, an outcast, and Peter, a conformist bourgeois, who 
argue over the ownership of a park bench. Again we have the 
theme of the impossibility of communication ·between human 
beings and ani~als as related by Jerry who tells of an 
unsuccessful attempt to befriend a dog. As Jerry lacks the 
prote'ction which society affords for Peter, he is exposed to 
many of the hardships which Peter has never experienced. As 
the play draws to a close, Jerry realizes that communication 
with Peter is impossible, and he throws himself upon a knife 
with which he has forced Peter to defend himself. At the end 
of the play, just before Jerry dies, there is a feeling that 
some sort of communication between· the two has been realized, 
and, although shocking, the ending is made entirely under-
standable~ • 
Albee's latest play, Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf?, 
is the playwright's first attempt at a full length play and 
is perhaps condemned for this reason since it lasts well over 
three hours. The entire story cons~sts mostly. of dialogue 
between a married couple as th~y humiliate each other in 
front of two guests. The husband gets.revenge in the end by 
reading a telegram saying that their son, who was to return 
home to celebrate his twenty..:.first birthday, has been killed 
in an automobile accident. The fact is then revealed that 
this son was only imaginary and their agreement never to 
mention this son to en outsider has been broken. The curtain 
leaves the disputing couple, the guests having departed, 
picking up the pieces. of their marr_iage. Despite the flaws 
in this play Albee is still. rated as one of New York's major 
playwrights., 
Harold Pinter, England's most prominent figure in 
the avant-garde movement, follows closely the techniques of 
his contemporaries, Beckett, Ionesco, end Genet. Mr. 
Wellwarth has the following remark about Pinter's drama: 
Pinter himself has indicated that his purpose 
is to observe what happens to people. In 
order to do this, he usually chooses as his 
central image a room--any ordinary room 
where people live--to serve as a microcosm 
of the world. In the room people feel safe. 
Outside are only alien forces; inside there 
is warmth and light. It is a womb in which 
people ca~ feel secure. The conflict in 
·Pinter's plays occurs when one of the out-: 
side forces penetrates into the room and 
disrupts the security of its occupants. 
Pinter's role is that of dispassionate 
observer, and much of the apparent difficulty 
of his plays stems from the fact that he . 
writes·them as if he were eavesdropping on 
his characters and recording their often 
pointless stream of consciousness~l3 
15 
Three of his most important plays developed from the 
above theme: The Room contains two characters in a room, one 
sitting and the other standing; ~ Birthday Par.ty illustrates 
the same type of room with two seated characters; ~ 
Caretakers also takes place in a similar setting but with two 
standing characters. 
Much of Pinter's talent has been directed towards 
producing plays for television. The Lover is perhaps his 
most successful television play, concerning the sexual . 
impotency of a suburban couple who seem to be sterile both 
emotionally as well as physically. They find that their 
desires can be fulfilled only by living in a world of 
fantasy--here the wife transforms herself into a seductive 
siren--and realize that consummation can never take place 
in the realistic world. The husband puts up a struggle· to 
break away from his wife's world of sex illusion, but in the 
end he gives up' and decides to play her gameo 
In the preceding pages I have considered several 
prominent figures in the contemporary theater of evant-
gardistso This could perhaps be one of :the largest dramatic 
movements in the history of the theater as almost all nations 
16 
seem to be moving along the same lines of experimentation •. 
Methods and themes vary somewhat with each playwright; 
however, they all tend to portray a bitter and hopeless life 
which they have reduced to ironic laughter. Samuel Beckett 
is one of the most bitter playwrights of the absurd group, 
and he employs (with great success) almost all of the avant-
garde techniques. 
CHAPTER III 
THE BIOGRAPHY· OF SAMUEL BECKETT 
• 
17 
To understand an author's ideas and works it is 
necessary to become somewhat acquainted with his life and 
environment which might well have influenced his personality. 
Therefore, I feel it fitting at this time to comment briefly 
upon the life of our author in question. 
Beckett's life has proved to be almost BS enigmatic 
BS his works o Almost nothing has been written about•. the~. 
playwright himself as a personality apart from his plays. 
In this section I shall try to present what few facts are 
known, and hope that, ·at a later time, some industrious 
graduate student will be able to expand on what is known 
up to date. 
Samuel Beckett was born in Dublin in 1906 of an upper 
class and very Protestant Irish family. He received a sound 
education at Portora. Royal School in Ulster, which Oscar 
Wilde had formerly attendedo Beckett was a good student and 
proved worthy of continuing his work at Trinity College fro~ 
which in 1927 he received his Baccalaureate Degree.. During 
his stay at Trinity College there are no records that 
Beckett left any bad impression with his former classmates 
. Y1 
or professors. It was reported, however, that he used to 
amuse himself by making sketches of vagabonds end .bums. 1 
18. 
Being ao outstanding student with a' degree.in French 
and Italian, Beckett was awarded an exchange. lectureship at 
the Ecole Normale Superieure and left for Paris at ·the age 
of twenty-one. During his first long stay in Paris Beckett 
made his first appearance in the literary circles in 1930 
with the publication of a poem ca~led Whoroscope. Having 
finished his lectures in Paris, Beckett returned to Trinity 
College in 1931 to work on his Master's Degree. During this 
time he was giving lectures in French and completing work on 
this advanced degree. The young scholar found that teaching 
was not really what he was looking for in life and, having 
finished his graduate work, left his position at Trinity 
College to become· a vagabond and roam throughout Germany and 
Franc~. After 1937, except for occasional return trips to 
Ireland to visit his family, Beckett spent all of his time in 
France .. 
When the war broke out -in 1939, rather than return to 
his native land which had become neutral, Beckett moved to 
the Vaucluse ·section of southeastern unoccupied France. He 
was quoted as saying, 11 I preferred :France in war to Ireland 
lAndre Marissel, Beckett (Paris: Editions Universi-
taires), 1963, P• 7o 
• 
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in peace."2 He remained, to the best of our knowledge, 
completely out of the war except for a brief time in the 
Irish Red Cross during a short visit to his country in 1945. 
I 
Shortly after, he returned to France as a storekeeper and 
interpreter. From this time on he has been living and 
wr~ ting in France'. 
It might be interesting to backtrack for a moment 
and explore some of the reasons for.Beckett's self-exile 
from his native land. Being born in 1906, Beckett could 
have been no more than just a casual observer of the Irish 
literary renaissance which had begun at the end of the nine-
teenth century. Most of the participants of the Gaelic 
Revival were either dead or had left Ireland by the time of 
Beckett's maturity. Thus, following in the footsteps, of his 
self-exiled compatriots, such as Synge, Yeats, Joyce, and 
O'Casey, Beckett sought the more congenial literary climate 
of Pariso3 All of these writers had been driven from their 
native land as a result of the very strict censorship of 
books and ideas, resulting from the clergy's dominating power 
in Irish politics. In refutation of this anti-intellectualism 
2Ha skell M. Block and R. G. Shedd, -_ed'.s: ., Masters of 
Modern Drama,(New York: Random House), 1962, p. ll03o 
3Melvin J. Friedman, "The Achievement of Samuel 
Beckett," Books Abroad, Summer, 1959, Po 2790. 
20 
in Ireland, Bec·kett forbade performances of his own plays 
(three mime plays and All~!!.!.!) to support the cause of 
O'Casey, whose new play The Drums of Father~ was banned , - -
in 19.58.4 
One of the most influential aspects of Beckett's 
life was his association with James Joyce in France. He was 
employed for some time by the semi-blind:Joyce as his 
secretary and later did most of the translation work on Anna 
Livia Plurabella. The author of Ulysses was· a powerful and. 
imposing personality, and most critics have come to the 
• 
conclusion that Beckett looked up to him, not only as a · 
father but as a masteru At one time Joyce's daughter 
expressed her long suppressed passion that she held for 
Beckett, and he informed her that his trips to the Joyce 
flat were primarily to see her father. This epis.ode later 
proved catastrophic on the cast-aside daughter, Lucia • .5 
Mru Abel had the following comment on· the Joyce-Beckett 
relationship: 
1963), 
To have adopted such a men as Joyce shows 
two things about Beckett which are evidenced 
in other ways throughout his works: first, a 
des~re to be destroyed, and seciondly, contra-
lia1ock TJ.andl·l Shedd, .p. 1103 ~ 
.5Lionel.Abel, Metatheeter (New York: Hill end Weng, 
p. 138. 
dieting that desire, limitless self-confidence. 
When we consider how many men have been 
ruined because their fathers had too much 
power or personality, we can better appreclate 
what Beckett's daring must have been in 
adopting as his literary master and single 
human relation the mighty, cooly indifferent, 
and self-sbsorbed literary giant.6 
Later in this paper I shall take up an interesting 
theory of Mr. Abel's which dete.cts the Joycean image in 
almost all of Beckett's plays. 
21 
As previously mentioned, there are very few clues to 
Beckett's developing personality; thus one must exhaust all 
possible sources of the playwright's personality at hand. 
One of the most interesting and personal accounts of this 
type appeared in the memoirs of Peggy Guggenheim.7 In 1937 
Miss Guggenheim met Beckett, to whom she assigned the name 
. . 
"Oblomov," and spent about one and one half years, on and 
off, as his mistress. Her account perhaps seems rather 
naive and in the form·of gossip, but in her simplicity I 
feel she was able to capture much of the writer's real and 
candid personality which, to me, is invaluable as far as 
character analysis is concerned. Miss Guggenheim describes 
Dial 
6Peggy Guggenheim, Out Ef ~ Century (New York: 
Press), 1946, pp. 19~-~. 
7Ibid., ;194. 
her one-time lover: 
He came into my life the day after Christmas, 
1937 ••• Oblomov was a tall, lanky Irishman 
of about thirty with enormous green eyes that 
never looked at you. He wore spectacles, and 
always seemed to be far away from solving 
some intellectual problem; he spoke very 
seldom and never said anything awkward. He 
dressed badly in tight-fitting French clothes 
and had no vanity about.his appearance. 
Oblomov accepted life fatalistically, as he 
never seemed to think he could alter anything. 
He wa9 a frustrated writer, a pure intellec-
tual. 
22 
This perhaps is the only written portrait that we 
h~ve of Beckett, particularly during the post-war period. 
Miss Guggenheim relates some of the intimate occasions with 
her lover and reports that he always brought several bottles 
of champagne with him to bed, .and would thank her the next 
day in a manner as if they were never to meet again, "Thank 
you. It was nice while it lasted."9 Miss Guggenheim also 
speaks of Beckett's relationship with Joyce: 
He had two passions besides James Joyce. 
One was Jack Yeats and the other a Dutch 
·painter, Van Velde, a man of nearly forty, 
who seemed tofue completely dominated by 
Picasso. • • I suppose he was much influ-
enced by Joyce, but he did have certain 
.. 
strange and morbid ideas which were quite 
original and a wonderfully sardonic sense of 
humor.J.0 
Later she relates an account of Beckett's.being 
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stabbed in the ribs by an unknown maniac on the Avenue ·'' 
d'Orleans. (Could this be part of the absurd life that he is 
trying to portray in his theater of the absurd?} 
Miss Guggenheim's sexual relationship with Beckett is 
described as a very difficult one.. At first it was champagne 
and then one of altogether abstinence. She openly admits 
her jealousy of Jqyce's captivating influence upon the 
young writer. She relates: 
He was in a strange state, and told me that 
our life would be all right one day. Ever 
since birth he had retained a terrible 
memory of life in his mother's womb. He was 
constantly suffering from this and had awful · 
crises, when he felt he was suffocating. 
He never seemed to be able to make up his 
mind whether or not he was going to have me, 
but he did not want to give me up. To 
replace our sex life, we used to drink wild~y 
and then walk all over Paris until the early 
morning. My passion for ~blomov was inspired 
by the fact that I really believed he was 
capable of_ great intensity, and that I could 
bring it out. He, on the other hand, always 
denied it, saying he was dead and had no 
feelings that were human and that was why he 
had not .been.able to fall in love with Joyce's 
daughter.,11 
lOibid. ,· pp. 195-196• 
llrbid., p. 205" 
This relationship, although brief, I feel has helped 
to shed much light on the mysterious personality of Beckett. 
·It would seem natural that the life of a living writer 
would be known down to the most minute detail, but such is 
not the case with Beckett, who has managed to elude public 
attention. Within.the last twenty years he has become a 
major .figure as au.thor and playwright,. but he has not 
attained the reputation or greatness associated with some 
well-known authors. 
Since the Second World War Beckett has written his 
novels and plays in French and then translated them himself 
into English. As a novelist, he is primarily known for his 
French triology: Molloy (1951), Malone Dies (1952), and 
The Unnameable (1953). These, like his dramatic pieces, are 
also concerned with the deterioration of humanity. His. 
complete works are listed in chronological order at the end 
of this thesis. 12 
We now leave the life story of Samuel Beckett. With 
his latest one-acterj enti.tled Play:, which appeared last year 
(1964) on Broadwayj we find him to be as fatalistic and mor-· 
bid as he started out to be. He is married and living apart 
from his admirers in his small village house somewhere in 
Seine-et-Marne (very near Paris), perhaps working on his 
··. ;. 
12see Appendix, p. 111. 
,· 
' : ~ 
' I 
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next play. 13 
13Jean Genet, 11Letter From :Paris," ~ Yorker, March 
4, 1961, p. lOOe 
CHAPTER IV 
PRINCIPAL DRAMATIC WORKS 
. 26 
Waiting For Godot 
Samuel Beckett's first and most successful play, upon 
which his reputation as an avant-garde playwright predomi-
nantly rests, was originally composed in French and 
presented to a Parisian audience. En Attendant Godot made 
its premi~re at the Theatre Babylone on January 5, 1953, 
under the direction of Roger Elin, who also played the part 
of Pozzo. This type of expressionistic drama, not alto-
gether new to the French audiences, met with an unexpected 
successo It was called by Jean Anouilh "As important as 
the premiere of Pirandello in 1923. 111 In contrast, any 
write-ups or advertising of the play in Spain was banned; 
near-cancellation of runs in the Netherlands was averted 
only by the furious resistance of. the cast; on the whole, the 
play had successful runs in almost every major city in. . . 
Europeo2 
London critics dealt ruthlessly with the play when 
it opened at the Criterion Theater in the fall of 1955~ 
One critic wrote, "I saw it at a matinee with the house half 
lMurray Schumach, "~1 They. Wait ~or Godot," New :York 





empty, and I doubt whether I have seen a worse play."3 
It was not until almost four years later, that Waiting 
!£!: Godot was presented to an American audience. On January 
3, 1956, the play was given before a crowd of diamond-studded, 
silver-minked American intellectuals at the Gocoanut Grove 
Playhouse in Miami, Florida. Needless to say, the play was 
almost completely rejected by~the audience, most of whom 
left after the first act, and it was severely rapped by the 
critics. It closed on schedule; subsequent ·engagements in 
· Boston, Washing.ton, and Philadelphia were cancelled, and the 
cast of five was paid off and disbanderl.4 
While Godot appeared to be doomed theatrically, it' 
was very popular in one part of New York. The Grove Press 
had sold out its original edition of the play at $4.75 a 
volume; shortly after, its first printing in paperback sold 
out its complete stock of 5,ooo copies.5 
The United States was ready for its second conside-
ration of Godot. Producer Michael Meyerberg, with the 
direction of Alan Schneider,' reopened the play. on Broadway 
April 19, 1956, with an all-new cast, new staging, but the 
3Marya Mannes, "A Seat in the-Stalls," Reporter, 
October 20, 1955, p. 43. 
4Alan Levy, "The Long ,Wait For Godot," Theater Arts, 
Augilst, 1956. P• 33. 
5rbid., p. · 35 .. 
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same script. A postcript, signed by Meyerberg, was placed in 
the New York papers.: "I respectfully suggest that those who 
come to the theater for casual entertainment do not buy a 
ticket to this ettraction."6 The combination of this 
• 
mysterious sub-head and the name. of Bert Lahr in the cast 
created a very luring billboard for the Godot production at 
the John Golden Theater. 
Before continuing the discussion of such a contro-
versial work, I shall try to acquaint the· reader with some 
idea of the play•s theme, subject matter, and tone. 
To set the scene of Godot Mr. Beckett gives the 
following.setting for the first act, six rather innocent 
words on an otherwise blank page: 
A country road. 
Evening.-( 
A tree. 
Although these two lines of directions apply only to 
the setting of the .scene, the audience has already been 
exposed to the theme, tone, action, and perhaps the message 
even before the actors make themselves known. As Jean 
7samuel Beckett, Waiting E£!: Godot (New York:. Grove 
Press, 1954), p. 7. All quotations in English will be taken 
from this edition. 
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Anouilh, who is quoted on the jacket of the first English 
edition, so aptly put it: "Nothing happens, nobody comes, 
nobody goes, it is terrible."8 The plot of the play is very 
simple; there is none. The entire work embodies the 
happenings which take place during two days in the almost 
inert life of two clown-like bums, Estragon ("Gogo") and 
Vladimir ("Didi"). These two beings seem to be waiting for 
some mysterious third being, whose name only seems to be · 
familiar to them. While waiting, the two amuse themselves 
by recounting their daily events, which seem to be the limits 
of th~ir existence and capabilities. For the one it involves 
taking off his shoes after a supposedly long walk; for the 
other, emptying his pockets or employing an inhaler. During 
the passage of this so-called action, two new characters come 
upon the scene, Lucky and Pozzo. The latter is leading the 
former by a rope tied around his neck. Pozzo is carrying a 
whip, and Lucky, his slave, in one hand, is car.rying a heavy 
suitcase (we later learn that this heavy burden is merely a 
bag of sand) and a folding cha.ir (upon which Pozzo later · · 
sits), while in the other he is carrying a sack of provisions 
and a coat... It is among these four characters that the 
conversation takes place, dealing mainly with the servile and 
8Edwin Kennebeck, "The Moment of Cosmic Ennui," 
Commonweal, December 31, 1954, p. 366. 
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pitiful Lucky. After the departure of Lucky and Pozzo, 
inseparable master and slave, a young boy comes to their 
relief. To Vladimir he announces that the long awaited 
Godot would be unable to meet them that evening, but would 
come ;the' following day. The messenger having gone, Vladimir 
and Estragon, who. are as inseparable as Lucky and Pozzo., 
decide to sit it out until the next day. 
The second act brings with it the next qay,.which 
proves to be not much different from the first. Stage 
directions here state that the once barren tree of the first 
act should be covered with leaves in the second. Again we 
find our four 11heroe's," but at this time Pozzo has become 
blind. This fact does not seem to affect Lucky, the personi-
fication of a robot, who makes not the least attempt to. 
escape his now helpless master. Once again the young 
messenger returns to the scene to put off the arrival of 
Godot, but he promises faithfully that he will show up the 
following day. Estragon and Vladimir decide to wait this 
extended length of time because they fear the punishment they 
might receive ·from Godot should they go against his orders. 
As the curtain falls on the second act, the two bums decide. 
to leave, but they rest inanimate, seated on the ground, as 
they were at the end of the previous act. 
As previously mentioned, reviews of the play varied 
from critic to critic. Upon reading some of the first-run 
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reviews and then comparing those with later reviews of 
• 
revivals, we are able to form a sort of pattern of under-
standing. One feels here that audiences were able to gain 
·insight into the merits of the play after a period of time 
necessary to digest it following the initial exposure. For 
.example, here is a review of one of the original performances, 
which appeared in Theater Arts: . 
He LBert Lahr, as Estrago.!!7 supplie~ the 
play' s meaning, as well as the means. Just 
what Beckett would have thought of this 
Estragon is but more than speculation in a 
venture which has cornered the market in that 
commodity. Here is one theatergoer who was 
very glad Lahr was around. He· managed to 
employ most of the pantomimic devices which 
have endeared him to us in his less preten-
tious undertakings, and--better yet--to 
make .them seem entirely right. All .this and 
intellect, tool •• · • More than any of them, 
however,· Lahr gave the play its link with 
life on.the other side of the footlights. 
On that score, at least, he was way ahead of 
Samuel Beckett.9 
This reaction was perhaps much like the previous one 
in Miami, and the play was judged mainly upon the circus-
like performance of Mr. Lahr. All in all, one might well 
generalize the assumption that faults were found in the play 
because of the lack of understanding or willingness to 
attempt comprehension both on the part of audiences and 
9nwaiting }i1or Godot," Theater~, June~ 1956. p. 18. 
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critics. Granted, the play is far removed from what one 
might call an evening of entertainment, and we feel as if 
Beckett were more anxious to shock his audiences than to 
amuse them. The play was represented in London as a tragi-
comedy while both the Miami an~ New York versions played the 
same lines as comedy. In Miami it was billed as "the laugh 
hit of four continents.nlO We -at once can see here that 
something is amiss; Mr. Beckett could not have meant for both · 
interpretations. 
Several critics were able to see through the thin 
veneer of comedy with which Beckett paints his clowns: 
All the traditional business that has come 
down from the Romans through Italian comedy 
to burlesque, to the red-nosed, derby hatted, 
·baggy pantsed burlesque clown is exploited. 
But it is not exploited on its own terms. 
Each passage of business worthy of Chaplin 
or Buster Keaton at their best is transmitted 
by a terrible light, like the deadly rays of 
unimaginable colors that shine in science 
fictionell 
Many critics seem to feel that it was mainly the fine, 
gaudy vaudeville performance of Mre· Lahr that led to many 
misinterpretations of Beckett's supposed message.. I do not 
lOLevy, PP~ 34-35. 
llKenneth Re.xroth, "The Point is Irrevelance, tt. .. · · • 
Nation, April 14, 1956, p. 328. 
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believe that any critic would degrade Lahr as an· actor of 
this type of vaudeville staging; he is without a doubt one 
of the best of his kind to appear on stage. The better · 
criticism would be that the play was misinterpreted by its 
leading player. Mr. Lahr was quoted on several occasions as 
saying that he "didn't know what the damn play was about .. " 
A ~ ~orker reviewer insisted: 
• 
I'm afraid his ignorance·f_Mr. Lahr'y of the 
meaning of the part is only· too accurately a 
fact, and the spiritual damage to the play 
strikes me as considerable. The others ere 
less boisterously entertaining; possibly 
because they do have glimmerings of compre-
hension now and then.12 . 
As far as the audience's reactions were concerned, a 
very typical connnent came from several as "One of the cruelest 
uses of laughter. • • The laughter it engenders in a theater 
must have a strange embarrassed sound. 1113 I am inclined to 
feel that this is the effect the playwright was after. Man 
is port:r.ayed as a helpless idiot uselessly flailing about in 
a desert of nothingness. How could this be amusing or really 
funny to anyone? Beckett does not amuse, he captivates. He 
12Wolcott Gibbs, "Enough is Enough in Enough "·New 
Yorker, May 5, 1956, p. 90. ' ---
l3Kennebech, p. 366. 
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is actually using boredom as an·effective means toward the 
presentation of a world of cosmic "ennui." 
Another very interesting aspect of the play is: why 
was there so much immediate enthusiasm in Europe while 
American audiences remained rather hostile to its Qpening 
here? Does this prove that European audiences are more 
intellectual than audiences i.n this country? The answer to 
• 
this question is no; however 1 th~re is a difference in 
cultures. Onecritic grasps quite well the difference: 
What is all this if not the concentrate in 
almost childlike images of the contemporary 
European--particularly French--mood of despair, 
a distorted mirror reflection of the .~!!!Passe 
and disarray of Europe's present f.i95E/ · 
politics, ethic, and common way of life? If 
this play is generally difficult for Americans 
·to grasp as anything but an exasperatingly 
crazy concoction, it is because there is no 
immediate point of reference fpr it in the 
conscious life of our people.14 
Since the beginning of this 1 century, Europe, and 
par~icularly France, has been through two world wars and 
untold strife and political upheaval~ The difference lies 
in the fact that while many ·Americans were. able to read 
about the wars in their morning .newspapers, almost any 
European could look out of his window and see his own 
L 
14Harold Clurman, "Theater,n: Nation, May 5, 1965, 
Po 3900 
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property and land being destroyed. We have never really 
heard the sound of a hobnailed boot. Still another ~eviewer 
has captured the meaning: 
Reception on Broadway of Godot was "obscure." 
His subject matter so simple and inevitable 
and central to some, is absolutely terra 
incogni ta to others. The play was a g rest 
success in France, Germany, and England and 
at best tepid in America. The Europeans 
have been at the brink of the abyss where 
Beckett exists and they hear through him the 
sound of their own unspoken voice.15. 
This discussion does not mean to imply that we, in 
this country, are not capable of understanding on Beckett's 
terms, but that his European audiences were somewhat more 
sensitive in that area~ 
'All in all, the play was given a fair chance in this 
country by different critics, 'and it was backed by three of 
our most prominent Pulitzer Prize winners: Tennessee Williams, 
Thornton Wilder, and William Saroyan. 16 The latter member 
of this trio awarded it with very praiseworthy comments 
similar to those of Jean Anouilh: 
The play is about nothing. • • All is nothing. 
All comes. to nothing. All :ts nothing from 
l5Willi~m Barrett, "Samuel Beckett's World in 
Wai ting," Saturday Review, ::·June 8, 1957, p. 15 .. 
16Levy, P• 96. 
the beginning. Life is nothing. Death is 
nothing. Everything is nothing. If you 
.don't believe. it, don't, but even as you 
don't, you do, and you know this also is the 
truth. 
Another charge against it is that it has no 
form. Well, form is a big order and it means 
different things to different people. To me 
it has flawless form. It starts right ·there 
with the £irst word, ends with the last, and 
in between goes elsewhere without taking one 
step~ ahd back again. It has no tricks, and 
cannot be made into a movie ••• for five 
years.17 
c 
When director Schneider warned Beckett that the 
public might not comprehend the play's ideas, he replied: 
"If they don't understand it, the hell with them. 1rl8 
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About one year after its Broadway run, Godot was 
revised and on January 21, 1957, it appeared at the Ethel 
Barrymore Theater. This was another production by Michael 
Meyerberg with the unusual touch of an all-Negro cast. 
Critics continued to hold much the same opinions as to its 
• 
merits, but by this time, as rep~esented by the following 
statement, they were able to see the light of its message, 
whether they w~shed to look at it or not: 
The message of the play is still enigmatic·, 
but the moral 6f this revival was· all too 
17nTheater~n Newsweek, September 24, 1956, p. 102. 
18!.evy, p .. 96. 
clear: Two exposures to· Godot within a year 
is one too many, even if the cast is first-
rate. The conviction remains that here is 
a peculiarly theatrical two-act piece which 
may be one act too long. Since this production 
bore down rather heavily on broad humor, 
there is a tendency to say that the cast 
played it for laughs. But another of our 
first convictions still holds--there is no 
·objection to that approach from this corner. 
We can visualize another tack, all right. 
But we are not at all anxious to see it in 
the cold light of reality.19 
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When Samuel Beckett based his play Waiting !:..£!:. Godot 
on a character who never was to set foot upon the scene, he 
. -.. perhaps had his identity in mind, but we can never be certain 
about this. The majority of speculation about and criticism 
of this play seem to be centered around this mysterious, 
domineering figure of Godot, and countless ideas pertaining 
to his identification have been published. It would be an 
endless task to present here all of the different theories 
on the subject; I have chosen several which will help to 
illustrate the general trend of inquiry. 
The most popular identity of Godot is that he 
represents God, oi·at least, Beckett's idea of God. Alan 
Schneider, director of the American production, once asked 
Beckett what the play stood for; he answered: "If I knew 
what Godot. was, I would have said so .. u20 By the time tha.t 
16 .. 
1911waiting For Godot," Theater Arts, April, 1957, p. 
20Le vy, p. 340. 
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one has reviewed all the ideas about Godot, this statement 
• 
by the playwright will not seem so fantastic af'ter all. 
Jean Jacques Mayoux underlines the idea that Godot 
is divine because he discovered that "Godo" was the spoken 
Irish for God. 21 I might also point out here that, although 
most of Beckett's plays were originally composed in French, 
all of his characters retain Irish or English names. 
Eric Bentley has contributed the possibility of a 
similarity with a play by Balzac called Mercadet, in which 
the· entire evening is spent waiting for a character called 
Godeau, who still has not come on stage when his arrival is 
announced just before the final curtain falls.22 Mercadet, 
a Stock Exchange speculator, attributes his ill financial 
luck to his former partner Godeau, who, several years 
previously, had left the country with their joint interests. 
The play is based on the waiting for Godeau who will return 
and make them all rich.. There are certainly parallels here; .· :1 
however, whereas the rich Godeau does return from India, 
Godot in Beckett's work remains merely a myth or a promise. 
Mr. C. Chadwick did some hair-splitting 'When he 
discovered the similarity between Godot and several words of 
21Jean Jacques Mayoux, "The Theater of Samuel Beckett," 
·Perspective, Autumn, 19.59, Po 1480 
22Eric Bentley, "The Talent of Samuel Beckett,~ 
~ Republic, May 14, 1956, Po 21 .. 
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French argot. Examples given were "godailler" meaning to 
guzzle, 11 godenot" ~eaning a misshapen old man, "godichon" e 
·lout, and "godillot" meaning a hobnailed boot.23 He also 
points out that the !second ·syllable, ot, is the diminutive . ~. 
ending used familiarly in French.as in the word "Jeannot." 
I must agree that the four words supplied by Mr. Chadwick 
all refer to something unpleasant and could well be traits· 
of the.tyrannical portrait which Beckett paints of Godot. 
In order to establish our own picture of Godot, let 
us examine several descriptive passages. Here Vladimir and 
Estragon are contemplating hanging themselves. for lack of 



















What do we do? 
let's do anything. It's safer. 
wait and see what he says. 
Good idea. 
... Let 1 s wait till we know exactly .. 
how we stand. 
On the other hand, it·might be 
better to strike the iron before 
it freezes. 
I'm curious to hear what he has to 
offer.. Then we'll take it or leave 
it. 
What exactly did we ask him for? 
Were you not there? 
I can't have been listening. 
Oh.. .. .. Nothing· very definite .. 
23c. Chadwick, "Waiting For Godot: A Logical 
Approach," Symposium, Winter, 1960, p. 255'. 
Estragon: A kind of prayer. 
Vladimir: Precisely. 
Estragon: A vague supplication. 
Vladimir: Exactly. 
Estragon: And what did he reply? 
Vladimir: That he'd see. 
Estragon: That he couldn't promise anything. 
Vladimir:- That he'd have to think it over. 
Estragon: In the quiet of his home. 
·Vladimir: Consult his family. 
Estragon: His friends. 
Vladimir: His agents. 
Estragon: His correspondents. 
Vladimir: His books. 
Estragon: .. His bank account. 
Vladimir: Before taking a decision. 
Estragon: It's the normal thing. 
Vladimir: Is it not? 
Estragon: I think it 







We are at once able to grasp the image of Godot as 
Beckett wishes to portray hime The entire work rests on this 
endless waiting for a rather vague omnipotent figure who 
seems to maintain some invisible grasp upon Vladimir and 
Estragon. They do not really wish to spend all their li.ves 
in waiting, but, on the other hand, they are not too sure of 
the consequences which·might occur should they decide to go 
out on their owne ·This comment was made by Renee Saurel 
regarding a revival of the play at the The~tre de France in 
1961: 
Gree par Blin il y a hui t ans au Babylone, c·e 
poeme clownesque, cruellement drble, grand 
lamento de la solitude, de 1 1 attente d'un . 
Dieu qui ne viendra jamaia--a moins qu' 11:··ne 
soit deja la; sous lea traits hideux d'un 
tortionnaire--parable de la vie qui n'est 
jamais qu'un simulacre de vie. • • Le 
plateau immense, lisse et froid, dont 
l'etendue comme lunaire est a peine coupee 
par l'arbre mineral de Giaccomette fWho 
created the sta~e setting!!?, ne dessert 
nullement la piece au contraire. L'ceuvre 
y apparait dans son essentielle nudite, 
accomplissement d 1un theatre qui meurt en 
m~me temps que le monde.24 . 
Although our two characters talk very familiarly 
about Godot, we discover that they do not really know much 
. 
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about him, and certainly have never seen him before because, 
when Pozzo ma,kes his appearance upon the stage, they imme-
diately suppose him to be the long awaited Godot. Estragon 






(timidly, to Pozzo). You're not 
Mr. Godot, Sir? 
(terrifying'voice). tam Pozzo! 
(Silence~) Pozzo! (Silence.) 
Does that mean anything to you? 
(Silence. ) I say does that name 
mean nothing to you? ••• 
(conciliating). r·once lmew a 
family called Gozzo. The mother 
had the clap. 
(hastily). W~'re not from these· 
parts, Sir.· 
(halting). You are human beings 
none the less •. (He puts on his 
glasses.) As far as one can see. 
{He takes off his glasses.) Of 
the same species as myself. (He 
bursts into an enormous laugh.} 
24Renee Saurel, "En Attendant Un Nouveau Theatre," 
~ Temps Modernes, July, 1961, p. 181. 
Of the same species as Pozzo! 
Made in God's image! (p. 15) 
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It is my contention here that Beckett does design 
the character of Godot with many aspects which point to his 
association with the idea of God. We have already seen that 
'·Beckett himself admits that if he had meant Godot as God he 
would have said so; I contend here that Godot is not the God 
familiar to all the "regular Sunday.Church-goers," but a 
tyrant for whom we are all uselessly waiting, and who will. 
never make an appearance. Thus Be.ckett is truthful in 
saying that this is not God, because for him the Christian 
idea of God does not exist; however, the existence of Godot 
is very real to him. 
For a better picture of Godot let us now examine 
some o~ the conversation between Vladimir and the messenger 
I 
boy who arrives at the end of th~ first act.to inform ·them 















You work for Mr. Godot? 
Yes Sir .. 
What do you do? 
I mind the goats, Sir. 
Is he good to you? 
Yes Sir. 
He doesn't beat you? 
No Sir, not me. 
Whom does he beat? 
He beats my· brother, Sir. 
Ah, you have a brother~ 
Yes Sir. 
What does he do? 
He minds the sheep, Sir. o • 0 
Vladimir: Does he give· you enough to eat? 
(The boy hesitates.) Does he feed 
you well? 
Boy: Fairly well, Sir. 
Vladimir: You're not unhappy? (The boy 
hesitates.) Do you hear me? 
Boy: Yes Sir .. 
Vladimir: • Well? 
Boy: I don't know,. Sir. (pp. 33-34) 
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Near the end of the second act the messenger appears 
again to inform our two clowns that Godot has once again 
postponed his visit. In the French versi.on,_ stage directions · 
are "Entre a droite le gar9on de la veille."25 When he is 





C'est toi qui est venu hier? 
Non Monsieur. 
C'est la premiere fois que tu viens? 
Oui Monsieur.. (p. 157) 
In the English version the same conversation takes 
·place; yet, there are no stage directions to indicate that 
the 'boy of the previous day· was again to appear in the 
second act~ Since all characters in the play suffer from 
loss of memory, then this could perhaps have been a mistake 
in Beckett's translation. I feel that the author is trying 
to emphasize·in every possible way the non-human power of 
25samuel Beckett, En.Attendant Godot {Paris: Les 
Editions de Minuit, 1952) ,p. 157. All further quotations· 
in: French ~:will: be ,.from:· tb:J.s : edition., 
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Godot over his subjects, even to the point of. having what 
might be called "brain-washed messengers." With this point 
of view in mind the stage directions would play a very 
important roleo 
• 
In the original Paris pr~duction of the play, which 
was supervised by Beckett himself, Pozzo was portrayed with 
a white beard. The London presentation was with a beardless 
Pozzo. Mr. C. Chadwick seems to feel that an important fact 
has been overlooked thus rendering meaningless the following 






(softly). He has a beard, Mr. Godot? 
Yes Siro 
Fair ••• (he hesitates) 
or black? 
· I think it's white, Sir. 
Christ have mercy on usl 
• • • 
Some other critics also hold the opinion that Pozzo 
is Godot, even to the extent that the two names have a 
similar sound. My interpretation of the.matter differs 
slightly .in that I feel that Pozzo is more of a manifestation 
of Godotll since he himself stated that he was "made in God's· 
image." Thus our only clue to the real Godot is a tyrant 
from the messenger's description, and we can see that Pozzo 
is exactly this from his brutal treatment of his carrierll 
26chadwiokll p. 2.540 
Lucky. 
. 
Lucky, who is being led by a rope, is supposedly 
mute and is often beaten by Pozzo who is carrying a whip. 
He carries out his duties as a faithful slave. At the jerk 
of the rope or· the crack of the whip Lucky is commanded to 
move forward, backward, to dance, or to think. When 
commanded to think, at the end of Pozzo's taut rope, Lucky 
comes out with his only speech, the longest one i~ the play. 
Mr. Chadwick seems to hear in this speech a parody of the 
Christian liturgy, which he feels has become devoid of all 
• 
meaning in the mouths of many: 2~ 
Given the existence as uttered forth in the 
public works of Puncher and Wattman. of a 
personal God quaquaquaqua with white beard 
quaquaquaqua time without extension who from 
the heights of divine aphasia divive athambia 
divine aphasia loves us dearly with some 
exceptions for reasons unknown but time will 
tell and suffers like the divine Miranda with 
those who for reasons unknown but time will 
tell are plunged in torment plunged in fire 
whose fire flames if that continues and who 
can doubt it will fire the firmament that is 
to say blast hell to heaven so blue still 
and calm so calm with a calm which even 
though intermittent is better than nothing 
but not so fast and considering what is more 
that as a result of the labor~ left unfinished 
croWlled by the Acacacacademy of Anthropopopo-. 
metry of Essy-in-Possy of Testew and Cunnard 
it is established beycmd'"'al1J'doubt'. .than:;that 
which nc:lings .:to ~the.":·labors: unfinished ·;of·. ., 
27 5 Ibid., P•. 2 7. -
• 
Testew· and Cunnard it is established as 
hereinafter but not so fast for reasons 
unknown that as a result of the public works 
of ·Puncher and Wattmann it is established 
beyond all doubt that in view of the labors 
of Fartov and Belcher left unfinished for 
reasons unknown of Testew and Cunnard left 
unfinished it is established what many deny 
that man in short that man in brief in spite 
of the strides of alimentation and defecation 
·wastes and pines and concurrently simulta-
neously what is more for reasons unknown in 
spite of the strides of physical culture the 
practice of sports • • • .• (pp. 28-29) 
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The portion cited here·is only about one-third of the 
" 
entire senseless torrent of words which Lucky pours forth 
: without stopping until he seems to run down at the end. It 
is interesting to notice here the number of times that "for 
reasons unknown" is repeated. Could this be a reference to 
the blind faith that binds men· to a personal God withe 
white beard? 
One can easily recognize that the entire play is 
filled with Biblical allusions and references to the 
Christian doctrine. From the very beginning of the play,· 
Vladimir is haunted by his memory of the Bible. He is 
particularly perturbed by the fact that only one of the four 
Evangeli"sts. mentions Christ. Vladimir and Estragon are 
also intrigued by the story of the two thieves who were 
crucified along with Christ; the theme of the uncertainty 
of the hope of salvation. To pass the time they discuss 
















It'll pass the time. (Pause.) 
Two thieves, crucified at the same 
time as our Saviour. One--
Our what? 
Our Saviour. Two thieves. One is 
supposed to have been saved and the 
other • • • (he searches for the 
contrary of saved) ••• damned. 
Saved from what.?. 
Hell. 
I'm going. 
(He does not move.) 
And yet ••• (pause) ••• how 
is it--this is not boring you I 
hope--how is it that of the four 
Evangelists only one speaks of a 
thief being saved. The four of 
them were there--or thereabouts--
and only one speaks of a thief 
being saved. (Pause.) Come on, 
Gogo, return the ball, can't you, 
once in a way? 
(with exaggerated enthusiasm). 
I find this really most extra-
ordinarily interesting. 
One o~t of four. Of the other 
three two don't mention any thieves 
at all and the third S!ays that 
both of them abused him. 
Who? 
)'Jhat? 
What's all this about? About who? 
The Saviour. · 
Why? 
Because he wouldn't save them. 
(p .. 9) 
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This conversation may at first seem l~ke nonsense; 
however, further investigation will, I think, illustrate 
Beckett's point. He made an attack on the blind faith that 
holds the average Christian to his almigh~y God, which I 
illustrated previously, and he now que$tions some of the 
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weaker links in the chain of Holy Doctrine. I do not 
believe there is any real explanation to this problem which 
puzzles Vladimir, and Christians must accept it upon faith 
alone. I cannot help seeing Beckett here himself que·stioning 
through the character of Vladimir, demanding answers to a 
dogma which was forced upon him during childhood in a very 
strict religious family life. Being very young at the time, 
he was told to believe these· things, that they were holy and 
unquestionable; now Beckett's experience in life has matured 
his intellect to the point where he questions things which 
seem paradoxical. 
The questions of Vladimir seem in many aspects very 
poignant and true to life. They are often mixed and shaded 
with tones of clownery and nonsense, an aspect which Edith 
Kern so well expressed as "moments of clowning that become 
I 
a dramatized philosophy.n28 She also adds: 
While their L'Vladimir and Estragori7 conver-
sation is fundamentally a monologue, it is 
a monologue which cannot be spoken without 
the presence of the other, although he may 
not even listen. Each needs the other as a 
comrade, a sounding board, an echo of his 
complaints, his dreams, his thoughts, his 
fears. And while each finds the other's . 
pre~ence, at times, unbearable, and resents 
his interference and even his physical 
· 28Edith Kern, "Drama Stripped For Inaction," Yale 
French Studies, Winter, 1954-55,· P•. 45.. -
closeness, neither can.get along for any 
length of time without the other's tenderness 
which is alone capable of breaking momentarily 
the 2~P of loneliness that separates man from 
man. 
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The waiting continues. Loneliness begins to close 
in around Vladimir during the several moments that Estragon 
falls asleep upon the stage. He has certainly experienced 
some terrible nightmare which he tries in vain to relate to 
Vladimir. One sees immediately that this terrible dream, 
perhaps the dream of their fruitless existence, is also 











• • • Gogol • • • Gogol GOGOZ 
(Estragon wakes with a start.) 
(restored to the horror of his 
situation). I was asleepl 
{Despairingly.) Why will you never 
let me sleep? 
I felt lonely. 
I had e dream. 
Don 1 t te 11 me. 
·.I dreamt that--
DON1 T TELL ME! 
(gesture towards :the uni verse). 
This one is enough for you? 
(Silence.) It's not nice of you, 
Didi. Who am I to tell my private 
nightmares to if I can't tell them 
to·you? 
Let them remain private. You know 
I can't bear that. 
(coldly). There are times when I 
wonder if it wouldn 1t-.be'better''f.or 
us to part. 
Vladimir: 
. Es:tragon:. 
You wouldn't go far • 
That would be too bad, really too 
bad. (Pause.) Wouldn't it, Didi, 
be really too bad? {Pause.) When 
,you think of the beauty of the way. 
,(Paus·e.) And the goodness of the 
wayfarers. (Pause.) Wouldn't it, 
Didi? 
Vladimir: Calm yourself. (p. 11) 
No, they cannot separate; they must go on this way 
forever. They are bound to each other just as they are 
bound in life to w~it for Godot; nothing ca~ separate them 
from this waiting, while, at the same time, they know that 
Godot will never arrive. 
Vladimir, the more intellectual of the two, seems to 
get more out of life than his partner Estragon, who claims 
to have been a poet. Their life substance consists merely . 
of several carrots and turnips from which they extract the 
juices of life. Here Vladimir seems to get more out of his 






· (violently). I'm hungry! 
Do you want a carrot? 
Is that all there is? 
I might have some turnips. 
Give me a carrot. (Vladimir 
rummages in his pockets, finds 
nothing but turnips.) All that's 
turnips. (He rummages.) You must 
have eaten the last. (He rummages.) 
Wait, I have it. (He brings out a · 
carrot and gives it to Estragon.) 
There, dear fellow. {Estragon 
,, wipes the carrot on his sleeve· and 
begins to eat it~) Make it last~ 










(chewing). I asked you a question. 
Ah. 
Did you reply? 
How's the carrot? 
It's a carrot •• ·• • 
• • • (He raises what remains of 
the carrot by the stub of leaf, 
twirls it before his eyes.) 
Funny, the more you eat the worse 
it gets. 
With me it's just the opposite. 
In other words? 
I get used to the muck as I go 
along. (p. 14) 
To the casual reader or spectator this may seem 
purely comic; however, during the occupation of France, 
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almost the entire French nation existed upon a diet which 
consist~d of large quantities of fundamental vegetables such 
as carrots, potatoes, turnips, and rutabagas. When man is 
stripped of all the comforts of life, he is forced to seek 
a way of existence the best way he can; his ideas of luxury 
are thus reduced to a bare minimum. Only the French text 
• 
incorporates Vladimir's description o·r what it might be like 
11chez Godot": · 
.J 
Estragon: Allons,..nous-en. 
Vladimir: Ou? (Un temps.) Ce soir on 
couchera peut-etre chez lui, au 
chaud, au sec, le ventre plein, sur 
la paille. ya vaut la peine qu'on 
attende. Non? 
Estragon: Pas toute la nuit. 
Vladimir: Il fait encore jour. (.p. 30) 
Did Beckett omit this on.purpose in the English 
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translation, feeling that the English and Americans would not 
be able to comprehend his point? 
With the appearance of Pozzo and Lucky on stage in 
the first act we are exposed to another Beckettian "couple" 
which has been the subject of many analyses. I have already 
pointed out that Pozzo is thought by some to be the actual 
manifestation of God or Godot on earth in human form. I 
recall his reference to being made "in God's image. 11 Bert 
- . 
Lahr, who at first admitted that he did not understand the 
play at all, later compared the Pozzo-Lucky relationship to 
that of the English-Irish situation. Mr. Lahr pointed out 
that Joyce's hate for the insensitiveness of the English 
towards the Irish, a feeling which has survived through the 
centuries, most certainly strengthened whatever ill-feeling 
was already present with Beckett.JO In the original 
production Pozzo was unmistakably English in his dress. 
Vladimir and Estragon are somewhat irrit~ted by the 
brutal, slave-driving Pozzo's treatment of the menial, dumb 
I 
Lucky. However, when Estragon attempts to wipe Lucky's tears, 
he is repaid with a stiff kick in the shins: 
Vladimir: You want to get rid of him? 
Pozzo: I do.. But instead of driving him 







instead of simply kicking him out 
on his arse, in the goodness of my 
heart I am bringing him to the 
fair [ju march~ de Satnt-Sauveur, 
in the origina]J;-where I hope to 
get a good price for him. The 
truth is you can't drive such 
creatures away. The best thing 
would be to kill them. 
(Lucky weeps.) 
He is cryingl 
Old dogs have more dignity. (He 
proffers his handkerchief to 
Estragon.) Comfort him, since you 
pity him. (Estragon hesitates.) 
Come on. (Estragon· takes the hand-
kerchief.) Wipe away his tears, 
he'll feel less forsaken. (Estra-
gon hesitates.) 
Here, give it to me, I'll do it. 
·(Estragon approaches Lucky and 
makes to wipe his eyes. Lucky 
kicks him violently in the shins. 
Estragon drops the handkerchief, 
recoils, staggers about the stage 
howling with pain.) Hanky! 
(Lucky puts down bag and basket, 
picks up handkerchief and gives 
it to Pozzo, goes back to his 
place, picks up bag and basket.) 
Oh you swine! • (He pulls up the 
leg of his trousers.) He's 
crippled me! 
I told you he .didn't like strangers. . . .. 
Pozzo: He's stopped crying. (To Estragon.) 
You have replaced him as it were. 
(Lyrically.) The tears of the 
world are a constant quantity. For 
each one who begins to weep some-
where else another stops. The 
same is true of the laugh. (He 
laughs.) Let us not then speak 
ill of our generation, it is not 
any unhappier than its predecessors. 
(Pause.) Let us not speak well of 
it either. (Pause. ··Judiciously.) 
It is true the population has 
increased. (pp. 21-22) 
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This episode illustrates the extreme state of 
pessimism which Beckett seems to advocate in all of his 
works. One feels here that the author has himself been 
kicked in the shins by a cruel world. He bec·omes philo- · .. 
sophical in this instance through the character of Pozzo. 
Throughout the works of Beckett, we are able to identifiy 
him as a manifestation of any particular character or.type. 
Perhaps one of the most beautiful and humanistically poetic 
passage in the play is present .in the last a·ct. When Pozzo 
and Lucky come on stage for the second time, Pozzo is blind 
·and must be led by his servant--aicomplete reversal of the 
situation present in the first act. Pozzo has fallen and, 
being blind, is unable to get to his feet; he calls for help. 
The speech which follows by~'-Vladimir will certainly never be 
ranked next to the poetry of Shakespeare; however, it does 









We help him? 
In anticipation of some tangible 
· return. 
And suppose he--
Let us not waste our time in idle 
discourse 1 (Pause •. ·Vehemently. ) 
Let us do something, while we have 
the chancel It is not every day 
that we are personally needed. 
Others would meet the cause equally 
well, if not better. To all man-
kind they are addressed, those 
cries for help still ringing in 
our ears! But at this place, at 
'this moment of time, all mankind 
is us, whether we like it or not. 
Let us make the most of it, before 
it is too late! Let us represent 
worthily for once the foul brood 
to which a cruel fate consigned us! 
What do you say? (Estragon says 
nothing.) Is it true that when 
with folded arms we weigh the pros 
and cons we are no less a credit · 
to our species. The tiger bounds 
to help of his congeners without 
the least reflexion, or else he 
slinks away into the depths of the 
thickets. But that is not the 
question. What are we doing here, 
that is the question. And we are 
blessed in this, that we happen to 
know the answer. Yes, in this 
immense confusion one thing alone 
is clear. We are waiting for 
Godot to come-- (p. 51) 
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These sudden bursts of pathos, if this be the correct 
term, seem to be scattered throughout Beckett's plays. One 
experiences the sensation that the playwright, while composing 
his' drama of ·~~congruous thoughts andemotions, reaches 
certain peaks of absurdity and suddenly cries out for help. 
He feels very strongly the uselessness of our life and 
implies that we could at least offer each other comfort 
during the ordeal, this eternal game of waiting. Taking a 
rather mathematical view of Godot, Mr •. Schumach feels that 
a list of negatives will add up to a positive solution~ He 
cited the comment ~ade by E. G. Marshall who took the part 
of Vladimir in the New York production: 
The play we agreed, was a positive play, not 
negative, not pessimistic. As I saw it, with 
my blood and skin and eyes, the philosophy 
is: 'No matter what--atom bombs, hydrogen 
bombs, anything--life goes on. You
3
1an kill 
yourself, but you can't kill life.' 
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This fact could perhaps be underlined by one of the 
rare comments the playwright made himself after an extension 
of the original Broadway production from four to eight weeks: 
It is gratifying to learn that the bulk of . 
your audiences was made up of young people. 
Thi~ was also the case in Paris~ London, and 
throughout Germany. I must, after all, be 
less dead than I thought.32 
If Beckett was preaching only the doctrine of complete 
nihilism, it would certainly not matter to him whether or not 
he reached the younger generation, the only generation which 
is really capable of change at this late date. 
We must admit that Beckett's portrait of humanity in 
this play, as well es in all his others, is not what could 
be termed as realistic in the strict sense of the term. He 
has actually concentrated upon four characters the entire 
plague of human existence according to Mr. Mayoux: 
32rbid. I P• 41., 
This is humanity: a prostatic Vladimir 
afflicted with a urinary difficulty; a limping 
Estragon, both stinking, one from his mouth, 
and the other from his feet; Pozzo, flushed 
in his outfit of country gentleman;· Lucky 
shaken by Saint Vitus dance, wearing livery, 
wounded by his halter, obeying the whip, at 
once Lucky and lackey, offering to the an-
guished liberty of Vladimir and Estragon the 
spectacle of his degradation and alienation. 
The photographs of these characters literal~y 
speak. That Lucky becomes dumb after reciting 
the tirad~ that shows his education has not 
been neglected, that Pozzo the tyrant becomes 
blind and his tyranny impotent--these events 
are incorporated into the direct express.ion 
which Beckett uses easily.33 · 
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Mr. Mayoux seems to feel that the real victor in 
Godot is the absurd. In agreement with Christian tradition, 
Beckett points ou~ that it was man who chose to taste of the 
















When you seek you hear. 
You do. 
That prevents you from finding. 
It does .. 
That prevents you ·from.thinking. 
You think all the :sameo 
No, no, impossible. 
That,•s the idea, let's contradict 
.each other. 
Impossible. 
You think so? 
We're in no danger of thinking any 
more. 
Then what a re we complaining about? 
Thinking is .not the worst. 













That's the idea, let's ask each 
other questions. 
What do you mean, at least there's 
that? 
That much less misery. 
True. 
Well? If we gave thanks for our 
mercies? 
What is terrible is to have thought. 
But did that ever happen to us? 
Where are all these corpses from? 
These skeletons. (p. 41) 
Time seems to be a very important aspects of life 
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for Beckett, and his entire play could be said to be centered 
around our seemingly motionless universe. We see htm 
following.closely in the footsteps of Marcel Proust, about 
whom the playwright wrote a very informative critical essay. 
He makes the following comment: 
Proust's creatures, then, are victims of this 
predominating condition and circumstance--
Time; victims as lower organisms, conscious 
of only two dimensions and suddenly confronted 
with the mystery of height, from the hours 
and the days. Neither from to-morrow nor 
from yesterday. There is .no escape from 
yesterday because yesterday has deformed us, 
or been deformed by us. The mood is of no 
importance. Deformation has taken place. 
Yesterday ~s not a milestone that has been 
passed, but a daystone o~ the beaten track 
of the years, and irremediably part of us, 
within us, heavy and dangerous. We are not 
merely more weary because of yesterday, we 
are other, no longer what we were before the 
calamity of yesterday. A calamitous day, 
but calamitous not necessarily·in·content. 
The good or evil disposition of the object 
has neither reality nor significance~ The 
immediate joys and sorrows of the body and4the 
intelligence are so many superfoetations.3 
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This theme of the ravages of yesterday is not only 
dominant in Waiting For Godot but in all of Beckett's works, 
• 
both drama and fictiono His characters are all victims of 
the ravages of Time, and the dramatis personae are always 
"lower organisms" caught up in the helpless struggle of th~ 
universe.. Mr. Esslin feels that "waiting is to experi~nce 
the action of time, which is constant change·. 1135 Perhaps 
the only action in the play is that of physical change. 
Lucky and Pozzo have changed when they reappear in the 
second act, cruelly deformed by the action of time. The once 
barren tree of the first act is covered with leaves in the 
second; nature has perhaps ·taken on an aspect of beauty, but 
humanity has been reduced to an even lower state~ Man seems 






And all that was y~sterday, you 
say? 
Yes of course it was yesterday. 
And here where we are now? 
Where else do you think? Do you 
' ... 
34samuel Beckett.11 Proust (New York: Grove Pref.1s 11 Inc.,· 
1931), pp. 2-J. 
35Martin Esslin TheTheatre of the Absurd (New York: 
Doubleday and Co., 1961},"'"'"j)7 18. ~ ~ 
.' ~ . .. 
not recognize the place? 
Estragon: (suddenly furious). Recognize! 
What is there to recognize? All 
my lousy life I've crawled about 
in the mudl And you talk to me 
about scenery! (Looking wildly 
about him.) Look at this muck-
heap! I've never stirred from it! 
{p. 39) 
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The "muckheap" is compared to the Macon country in 
the English edition which has much less significance than the 
French version which uses the name "Merdecluse," being a 
derogative rendering of the Vaucluse where Beckett spent his 
time during the occupation. 
Time has rendered Lucky dumb and Pozzo blind: . .. . . 
Pozzo: {suddenly furious). Have you not 
done tormenting me with your 
accursed time! It's abominable! 
When! When! One day, is that not 
enough for you, one day he went 
dumb, one day I went blind, one 
day we were born, one day we shall 
die, the same day, the same second, 
is that not enough for you? 
{Calmer.) They give birth astride 
.. of a grave, the light gleams an 
instant.9 then it's night once more .. . .. " 
Vladimir: :. • • Down in the hole, lingeringly, 
. the grave-digger puts on the 
forceps. We have time to grow 
old. The air is full of our cries. 
(He listens.) But habit is a great 
deadener·. (He looks again at · 
Estragon.) At me too someone is 
looking, of me too someone is 
saying, he is sleeping, he knows 




The only thing left for man is to wait. Mr. Esslin 
makes the following comment: 
The subject of the play is not Godot but 
waiting, the act of waiting as an essential 
and characteristic aspect of the human 
condition. Throughout our lives we always 
wait for something, and Godot simply repre-
sents the objective of our waiting--an 
event, a thing, a person, death. Moreover, 
it is in the act of waiting that we experience 
the flow of time in its purest, most evident 
form. If we--ar0 active, we tend to forget 
·the passage of time,. we pass the ti~e, but 
if we are merely passively waiting, we are
36 confronted with the action of time itself. 
I feel here that Mr. Esslin has captured the feeling 
that Beckett.wishes to present to his audiences •. Even ·the 
reviewers who disliked the play completely because of its 
monotonous repetitions, actually fell into Beckett's meaning. 
Beckett's universe is as unpredictable as it is 
monotonous. The messenger boy, who minds the goats, is 
spared the beatings by Godot which his brother, who tends 
the sheep, receives. Estragon's boots fit badly and give 
him much pain in the first act; the second act reveals the 
fact that his boots fit very well·and are comfortable~ 
Christ saved one thief and not the other.. The playwright's 
rendition of the unpredictable could well be shaded with 
J6Ibid., Po 17e -· 
.. 
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implications of the word "absurd." 
Beckett's use of dialogue in the play has been 
compared by Mr. Esslin to "cross-talk comedian's patter." 
In most instances Estragon and Vladimir spout forth a sort 
of staccato conversation which, if put into the mouth of 
only one player, would remain completely intelligible. 
There is poetry in Beckett's language, and most critics 
agree that the following conversation is one of the more 






















All the dead voices. 
They make a noise like wings. 
Like leaves. 
Like sand. 
Like leaves. (Silence.) 
They speak all at once. 
Each one to itself. (Silence.) 
Rather than whisper. 
They rustle. 
They murmur. 
They rustle. (Silence.) 
What do they say? 
They talk about their lives. 
To have lived is not enough for 
them. 
They have to talk about it. 
To be dead is not enough for them. 
It is not sufficient. (Silence.) 
They make a noise like feathers~ 
Like leaves. 
Like ashes. 
Like leaves. (Long silence.) 
(p. 40) 
There is much of what might be termed low humor in 
the play. I feel that Beckett ·lost much humor which was 
present in his French version when he rendered it into 
•. 
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English. He illustrates a veryprecise knowledge and 
command of French "argot," and this aspect of the original 
version added much humor ~o the play. The English slang of 
the translation does not possess all of the color and 
expressiveness of the original. Mr. Harvey poin.ted out that: 
. 
The basic biological needs, the rudimentary 
physical facts of existence also take on an 
increased importance. And I think that it. 
would be a mistake to believe that the play-
wright brings in these elemental aspects of 
life with any pornographic purpose in mind 
or even to believ~7that they serve solely as comic devices.J . 
The Times Literary Supplement. contributed several 
comments upon different methods used by Beckett in Godot. 
which some day might become theatrical practices: 
Mr. Paul Daneman the original Vladimir in 
the production Lfirst production in England 
was at the Arts Theater in August, 195.27, 
described a number of tricks of presentation 
which actors have since foundµseful in 
acting, for instance the plays of Mr. Harold 
Pinter. One of these tricks was to isolate 
a line or two of dialogue and give it a 
Shakespearian tragic resonance. Another was 
to play. a passage of dialogue which, in 
itself, was not particularly striking in the 
non-chalant throw-away manner of lively 
farce. A third, suggested by Mr. Beckett 
himself, was the trick of "contrapuntal 
immobility," of accompanying lines like 
37Lawrence E. Harvey, "Art and Existentialism in 
En Attendant Godot," PMLA, March, 1960, p., 141. - -
"Goodbye" or "Now I must be going" with 
complete.stillness on the part ·or.the speaker. 
Another trick yet was to introduce alternations 
of long pauses and very rapid and almost 
garbled delivery into passages of dialogue 
that, on th~ page,· might seem to go at an 
even pace.3tl . 
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To sit bac·k and take a view of the whole of Wai ting 
For Godot is almost impossible. We.cannot grasp the entirety 
of the plot because the plot is non-existent.. If .we were to 
search for a general direction·or plan in the action, it 
would be that of monotony or boredom. The play can really 
be examined page by page only, trying to forget all that has 
already taken place and trying not to anticipate what is to 
come. We must·isolate Beckett in each speech and search for 
his message~ His symbols of a savage God; of degenerate man; 
of a hopeless life, which are present in almost every line, 
are quite ambiguous and lead to almost limitless interpre-
tations. A publisher once wrote the playwright asking him 
about the symbols in Godot; he answere~,, "As far as I know 
there are none. Of course, I am open to corrections. 1139 
Gertrude Stein once wrote,, "A rose is a r~se is a rose," and 
then sat back and laughed at all the .interpretations because 
38"The Long Wait," Times Literary Supplement, May 5, 
1961,, p. 277. 
J • .. ; .~' ·: .. ' 
·39Schumach, P• 36. 
•. 
she originally meant nothing at.all by the statement. 
Beckett also gives us food for thought, I feel that 
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numerous meanings read into his works are new to him; however, 
I do not feel that he laughs at them all. 
We leave Godot just as we began it. Vladimir and 
Estragon have arrived nowhere, solved no problems, found no 




Well? Shall we go? 
Yes, -let's. go. 





Samuel Beckett's next dramatic venture, E!!! ~ Partie, 
was first composed in French and made its debut (April 1, 
1957) at the Royal Court Theater in London. That same month 
the play was presented at the Studio des Champs Elysees with 
approximately the same cast. The work was then translated 
into English by Beckett and ~irst appeared one year later 
(April, 1958) in the New York production of Endgame at the 
Cherry Lane Theater. The piece was presented by Noel Behn 
(Rooftop Productions) and directed by Alan Schneider, who 
had already made a name for himself in Waiting ~ Godot. 
This second play, next to Godot, is perhaps the chief source 
of Beckett's fame as a playwright. Along with Godot it is 
about the only other work which appears in anthologies of 
modern drama. 
The term "endgame" is the expression which chess 
players use in the last stage of a match when the number of 
players left on the board has been reduced to a.very few .. l 
This expression lends itself very well to Becket.t' s 
situation, and he has reduced his players tp four miserable 
and doomed wretches. Hamm, the principal character, shows 
lHenry Hewes, "Broadway Postcript," Saturdaz Review,. 
February 15, 1958, p. 28. . . . · . 
.. 
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· his authority by remaining in the middle of the stage. He 
is seated in an armchair on castors, wearing dark glasses 
because of his blindness, and is unable to move without the 
help of his servant Clov. Clov, just the opposite of his 
master, is unable to sit down and lacks the will power to 
kill and leave the tyrannical Hamm and then commit .suicide 
himself. Hamm regards himself as a writer of sorts and each 
day composes fragments· of· a·rather·morbid tale which deals 
with a catastrophe that caused the death of ·many people. On 
this particular day Hamm has reached a point in his story 
where he has been asked to father a starving child. Mr. 
Esslin feels that this child in Hamm's story could perhaps 
be Clov. 2 Hamm and Clov discuss people· who had .come to· 
Hamm for help and were refused it by him; Mother Pegg 
received the same treatment as others: 
Clov: {harshly). When old Mother Pegg asked 
.you f.or oil for her lamp and you told 
her to get out to hell, you knew·what 
was happening then, no? .(Pause.) 
You know what she died of, Mother Pegg? 
Of darkness ... 
Hamm: (feebly). I hadn't any. 
Clov: (as before). Yes, you had. {Pause ... )3 
2Es slin, po 28 • 
. 3s·amuel Beckett .. , Endgame (New York: Grove Press, 
Inc., 1958), p. 75~ All English quotations will be taken 
from this edition. 
J. 
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Hamm is very childish and plays with a stuffed toy 
dog' which has only three legs. He is constantly demanding 
that Clov look out of the window and relate what he sees .. 
Clov must mount a ladder in order to attain one of the two 
small windows located high up in the wall. He surveys the 
outside world through a telescope; through one window he can 
look upon the tideless sea while the other opens upon the 
barren land. 
Hamm hates·his parents Nell and Nagg who inhabit two 
dustbins on stage. They lost their legs in a tandem accident 
which shortly followed their engagement. They·are repre-
sented as grotesquely sentimental imbeciles and are ··, . "'•' 
occasionally given biscuits to eat by Clov who also changes 
the sand in the bottom of their dustbins. The e~tire play 
takes place in one act, and the only appareqt action besides 
·that of Clov, who moves around the stage and looks out of 
the windows, is the death of Nell and ·Nagg who pass on 
sometime near the end of the play. 
Endgame could be regarded as a sequel to Godot. Here 
Beckett paints an even ~ore bleak and desolate picture Qf 
dying and suffering humanity. In Godot there was' still the 
prospect of hope, that Godot might some day arrive; in ' 
Endgame the only waiting ·is for the end of the game, for·all 
players to be removed from life's chessboard. The play 
begins with several brief and horrifying laughs which could 
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well be those of the Father looking down upon his Son 
st~ggling for his last breath. Clov begins the play with 
a phrase spoken by the dying Christ: 
Clov: (fixed gaze, tonelessly). Finished, 
it's finished, nearly finished, it 
must be nearly finished. (Pause.) 
Grain upon grain, one by one, and 
one day, suddenly, there's a heap, 
a little heap, 'the impossible heap. 
(Pauseo) I can't be punished any 
more. • • • (p. 2) 
Thus our beginning is reaily a sort of end in which 
we see the remnants of humanity e~c.losed in one bare room of 
existenceo No one is able to die before his appointed time 
and thus must suffer terrible agony until that last day 
arrives. Hamm has been reduced to a blind cripple, even 
unable to perform nis daily biological needs;. he constantly 
calls for his "pain-killer" which he never receives;. 
Cruel humor appears .in the comical story related by 
Nagg in which the ,world is compared to a pair of badly . 
made trousers: 
Nagg: Let me tell it again. (Raconteur's 
·voice.-) An Englishman, needing a pair 
of striped.trousers in a hurry for the 
New Year festivities, goes to the · · 
tailor who takes his measurements •. , 
(Tailor's voice.) ·"The t' s :.the_: ;:Lot; · : ~. 
come back in four days, I'll have it 
ready." Good. Four days-later. 
(Tailor's voice.} "Frightfully sorry, 
come back in ten days, I've made a 
hash of the crotch." Good, can't be 
helped, a snug crotch is always a 
teaser. Ten days later. (Tailor's 
voice. ) "Dreadfully sorry, come back 
in a fortnight, I've made a balls of 
the fly." Good, at a pinch, a smart 
fly is a stiff proposition. (Pause. 
Normal voice.) I never told it worse. 
(Pause. Gloomy.) I tell the story 
worse and worse. (Pause. · Raconteur's 
voice.) Well, to make it short, the 
bluebells are blowing and he ballockses 
the buttonholes. (Customer 1 s voice. ) · 
"God dam~ you to hell, Sir, no, it's 
indecent, there are limits! In six 
days, do you hear me, six days, God 
made the world. Yes Sir, no.less 
Sir, the WORLDl And you ere not -
bloody well capable of making me a 
pair of trousers in three months!" 
(Tailor's voice, scandalized.) "But 
my dear Sir·, my dear Sir, look--
(Disdainful gesture, disgustedly.)--
.at the world--(Pause.) and look--
(Loving~gesture, proudly. )--at my 
TROUSERS! • 'o • (pp. 22~23) 
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Even the bleakness and empty horror of Godot seem to 
be surpassed in Endgame as Beckett reaches even lower depths 
of human misery, suffering, and bitterness towards God.whom 
Hannn openly calls 'a "bastard. n 
Ruby Cohn has been able to see a reference to the 
biblical Ham in Beckett's character Hamm. Here the situation 
is .in reverse: 
In Genesis, "Ham, the father of Canaan, saw 
the nakedness of his father, and told his 
two brethren without" (9:22)o Beckett 1,s 
Hamm, by ironic contrast, has no brethren 
and cannot see; his Canaan is circumscribed 
to the "bare interior" of the room on the 
,, 
stage, and his father is·relegated to an ash 
bin in that room. Biblical Noah curses his 
son for seeing him naked, and Beckett's 
Hamm curses his father for conceiving him. 
The biblical curse of Noah to Ham is: "a· 
servant of servgnts shall he be unto his 
brethren" (9:2.5). Nagg also curses his son, 
but not with a prophecy of servitude, for 
Hamm is master of his domain, which is 
reduced to the stage room. Hamm refers to 
his kingdom--an ironic name for the room 
before his eyes. In production, his armchair 
looks like a mock-throne, his toque like a 
mock-crown. • • • Even more cruel than 
Hamm•s story, which, like .the play proper, 
is full of biblical reminders.~ 
Hamm seems content that life's players have been 
reduced to four characters in terrible misery. He wants 
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Clov to finish them all off, but his servant is unable to 
bring about an end. Hamm becomes frantic when any other 
signs of life are found, such as a flea· (the French version 
indicates that this flea might.be a "mo·rpion"), and orders· 
Clov to kill it immediately lest it multiply. In another 
instance, Clov chases a rat which he saw in the kitchen. 
The only real sign of life appears to Clov when he is loo.king 
out of the window: 
Clov: I warn you. I'm going to look at this 
filth since it's an.order. But it's 
the last time. (He turns the telescope 
on the without. ) Let's see., (He moves. 
the telescope.) Nothing ••• nothing 
• •• .. good • • • good • • • nothing • 
4Ruby Cohn, Samuel Beckett: The Comic Gamut (New 
~runswick: Rutgers University Press,.1962), Po 2)00 
•• goo--(He st~rts, lowers the 
telescope, examines it, turns it 
again on the without. Pause.) Bad 
luck to it! 
Hamm: More complications! (Clov gets down.) 
Not an underplot, I trust. (Glov 
moves ladder nearer window, gets up 
on it, turns telescope on the without.) 
Clov: (dismayed). Looks like a small boy! 
Hamm: (sarcastic). A small ••• boy! 
Clov: I'll go ~nd see. • • I'll take th~ 
gaff. 
Hamm: No! ( Clov halts.) 
Clov: No? A potential procreator? 
Hamm: If he exists he'll die there or he'll 
come ·here. And.if':he<doesn•t ••• 
(p •. 78) 
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In the French version Hamm takes much mor.e interest • 
in the boy and wants. to know every detail qf Clov's sighting: 
Hamm: Occupation? 
Clov: · Quoi? 
Hamm: (avec violence). Qu'est-ce qu 1 il fait? 
Clov: (de m~me). Jene s ais pas ce qu'il 
fait! .Ce que faisaient lea m8mes. 
(Il braque la lunette, Un temps. Il 
baisse la lunette, se retourne vers 
Hamm.) Ila 1 1 air assis parterre, 
adosse a quelque chose. : 
Hamm: Lapierre levee. (Un temps.) Ta vue 
s'ameliore. (Un temps.) Il regarde 
la maison sans doute, ayec les yeux 
de Moise mourant. 
Clov: Non. 
Hamm: Qu'est-ce qu'il regarde? 
Clov: (avec violence). Je ne ~ais pas ce 
qu 1 il regarde! (Il braque la lunette. 
Un temps. Il baisse la lunette, se 
tourne vers Hamm.) Son nombrilo-
Enfin par la. • • .5 
5samuel Beckett, Fin de Partie (Paris:.Les Editions 
de Minuit, 1957), p. 1040---:A'lY-French quotations will be 
taken from this edition. 
Mr. Esslin underlines the importance of the French 
version: 
The longer, more elaborate version of this 
episode clearly reveals the religious or 
quasi-religious symbolism of the little boy; 
the references to Moses and the lifted stone 
seem to hint that the first human being, the 
first sign of life discovered in the outside 
wo·rld since the great calamity when the earth 
went dead, is not, like Moses, dying within 
the sight of the promised land, but, like · 
Christ the moment after the resurrection, has 
been newly born into a new life, learning, 
a babe, against.the lifted stone. Moreover, 
like the Buddha, the little boy.contemplates 
his navel. And his appearance convinces Hamm 
that the moment of parting, the final stage 
of the endgame, has come~6 . 
Lionel Abel feels that the play is directly and 
undeviatingly about James Joyce and Beckett's relationship 
to him. Hamm is Joyce here who is occupied with his Work 
. -
·in Progress: 
Hamm is, among other things, the ham actor.of 
.. his life. He is blind, lik~ Joyce, and 
tyrannical, yet human: he is cruel and yet 
with great dignity. His associate in EndgBme 
is a younger man, Clov, who is apparently his 
adopted son. Clov (Beckett) is the less 
human of the two. He is the younger, the 
'less ailing, and he has at least one hope; 
Hamm has none. Clov 1s hope is that some day 
he may leave Hamm. On this topic Hamm is · 
humorous: "Without Hamm,. no home."· In fact, 
.in Endgame there is no home without Hamm, fo~ 
the attic, which he shares with Clov, is all 
. . . .•• t. i ..... ~ ~-.. ~ •. ,··~ ·, ... • • .. •' ·.1 ... ' ,. '} ..... l.' ~ '·. -· ., ~ ... ·1 • ' ;. ;, ::' '· : .> .. .J ~ • I , ~ • '":'· I •> · 1 
6Esslin, p. 36. 
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thAt remains of the world, everything else 
having been destroyed. "Why don't you kill 
me?" he asks Clov. "Because I don't have 
the key," Clov answers. This is the key to 
their cupboard. I think it is also the key 
to literary pre-eminence. A strange menage, 
certainly, as Rimbaud remarked of his 
.relationship with Verlaine, and like that 
relationship~ literary in essence~7 
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Here I feel sure that Mr .• Abel has hit upon an 
important point, not only in Eridgame but also in Godot where 
the manifestation of Joyce could also appear in Pozzo. The 
Joyce-Beckett relationship was very strong just as the Hamm-
Clov relationship ~ends itself to the same inseparableness. 
I do not sense that Endgame .was created for the purpose of 
exposing the relationship of Beckett and Joyce, but perhaps 
Beckett used it as an illustration of futile existence. 
Many have said that the author's relationship with Joyce was 
both the best and worst thing that ever 'happened to him. 
Charles R. Lyons has approach_ed Endgame from· another 
aspect; he feels that there is action in the play and this · 
action is the slow disintegration of the contact of a 
consciousness with any being, object, or experience external 
to t tself. 8 · Thi's so-called progression of disintegration 
7Lionel ·'Abe·1, Meta theater. (New York: Hill and Wang, 
1963), '.p. 1360 . 
8Charl~s R. Lyons, 11Beckett 1 s Endgame: An Anti-· 
Myth of Cree tion, II Modern Drema, s.eptember,· 1964, p. 206. 
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gives the play a direction and movement of its own and tends 
to make it almost exciting. He points out that.Nell and 
Nagg were at one time allowed to have sawdust in their ash 
bin, but such a luxury has now been replaced by sand. Nell 
and Nagg seem to lose their ability and desire t6 perc~ive 
each other while the entire play ·moves· towards the final 
dissolution of contact between Hamm and Clov. This ,,. 
progression seems to be the "course" followed; twice Hamin· 
. 
asks the question: "What's happening?" and twice he is 
answered by Clov "Something is taking its course." Mr. Lyons 
feels that the key to this disintegration lies tn the · ·-' 
inability of the consciousness to perceive .anything external 
to itself as well as from the will of the consciousness to 
isolate itself. Here the consciousness seems to be with-
drawing from something which might be called reality. Clov's 
decreasing sense of perception is brought out by the fact 
that he feels himself to be shrinking, thus making it . 
increasingly more difficult for him to look out of the 
window upon the outside world. Note Hamm's memory of a 
madman: 
I once knew a madman who thought the end of 
the worl9. had come. He was a painter--and 
engraver. I had a great fondness for him. 
I used to go and see him, in the asylum. 
I'd take hiril by the hand and drag him to the 
window. _,Look! ,There! All that rising corn! 
And there! .Look! The sails of the herring 
All that lovelinessl {Pause.) He'd fleetl 
snatch away his hand and go back into his 
corner. Appalled. All he had seen was ashes. 
(Pause.) It appears the case is ••• was· 
not so ••• so unusual. {p. · 44) 
Hamm is thus able to see what might be termed the 
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creation through a window, but the madman sees only ashes 
which are analogous to Clov 1 s vision of "ashes." Mr. Lyons 
cites: 
The complication is this: that the end of the 
world in the madman's case, which Hamm realizes 
is not an unusual one, is the illusion of ·a 
lunatic who believed that he alone had been 
spared. Is the isolation of Hamm's conscious-
ness just such an illusion; is the reality of 
Endgame the finished creation of ea~th and 
sea outside the window?9 
Although there is a definite movement or progression 
towards disintegration in the play, I feel that Mr. Lyons has 
•. 
gone one step too . far because he is introducing certain rays · · 
'-· of hope into .. the: scehe"where".:I~: am· .. sure Mr 1• ·Beckett did ·not at 
all mean for them to be. Clov looks.into the bar~en waste-
land through his telescope, and when he reports seeing 
ashes, I am sure that he has seen them. He is not looking 
-
upon the creation but t~e end. Ye·sterday is past and leaves 
nothing but terrible memories: 
'9Ibid. II ·p... 209 .. 
Hamm: Yesterday! What does that mean? 
Yesterday! 
Clov: (violently). That means that bloody 
awful day, long ago, before this · 
bloody awful day. I use the words 
you taught me. If they don't mean 
anything anymore, teach me others. 
Or let me be silent. (pp. 43-44) 
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The play could well represent four survivors of some 
atomic war which has left the world in total destruction save 
our four characters in a fall-out shelter. They perhaps 
wish. to stamp· out all life for fear of the terrible mutations 
which might result in reproduction. They could also wish to 
stamp it out merely for the reason that it should not happen 
again; man should not be allowed to begin again his evolu-
tionary development, once again reaching the stage where he 
' 
annihilates himself. I have no proof that Beckett ever 
considered the. threat of atomic wars in connection with his 
play, but one cannot help seeing shades of this in the 
barren wastes viewed-by Clov from the window. 
The play ends on an ambiguous note. Having seen the 
young boy·through .the window Clov prepares to leave Hamm 
since the latter feels that the end has arrived and he will 
have no more need of his servant. Clov comes upon the scene 
dressed in a Panama hat and tweed co~t, carrying a raincoat 
over his arm. Hamm resigns himself to wait for the end and 
places his bloody handkerchief. over his face.. All is 
silent~ Beckett's lest stage directions are. "brief tableau" 
in which Hamm and Clov remain motionless. Those in the 
audience who were familiar with Godot knew very well that 
Clov never left just as Godot never came. 
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On the whole, most of the reviews of the play were 
good, and I feel that this time, after having experienced the 
initial shock of Godot, the critics were more prepared for 
Beckett's theater. Tom F. Driver gave the following comments: 
Theatrically, the remarkable part o~ it is 
how such a play, if not dull, could.turn out 
to be anything but horrifying. At the 
deepest level it is horrifying; but the play-
wright manages to keep the surface of it 
interesting, comic, and even sentimental. The 
form of Endgame and its tone suggest that the 
game is up. Mr. Beckett is tolling a little 
tinkly bell for the end of the world. Man 
has made such ugly use of his neighbor that 
the two are now inextricably bound together 
by iron chains of exploitation. They suffer 
their mutual captivity by learning to find 
moments of love. At times Mr. Beckett's 
anger at this condition flares out. Once the 
blind man rolls his chair to .. the edge of the 
stage and cries to the audience: "Get out of 
here and ;Love one another!" Yet the audience 
I was in made no stir. The playwright's 
irony is that even though we may begin to see 
the nature of our stillness it is too far 
advanced to cureolo . 
A reviewer. for the Christian Century such as Mr. 
Driver would naturally tend to look for the hopeful aspects 
lOTom F. Driver, "Out in· Left Field," Christian 
Centuri, March 5, 1958, Po 283. . 
' . 
of the play and the one he cited was indeed that ot human 
goodness; however, the bitter irony of. the rest of the 
work would tend to obliterate all meaning that this 
statement might have originally had. 
Jean-Jacques Mayoux seems to come to grips better 
with the .grim life which Beckett has tried to depict: 
Each article of clothing has its own meaning, 
but it is above all the bodies that Beckett 
attacks. These strides broken at the knee, 
hesitating, ataxic; these blind eyes· (three 
people in three plays); thesa bodies gro-
tesque in their thinness or fatness, paralysed 
and almost petrified; these senile impotents;· 
these legless obsessions transferred from 
the Unnamable to Endgarne--constitute a cruel 
humiliating image of man, which echoes that 
of the nightmare creatures of Bosch and 
Breughel; this is a Christian, a Puritan 
vision of man and his body, and in its 
bitterness is characteristic of the rebellious 
Christian~ As the romantics exaggerated 
human misery and painted it on a grandiose 
scale, Beckett, by reducing it to the worst 
catalog of mutilations, infirmities, gives 
this misery a bitter significance, compounded 
of the grotesque and· the ridiculous.11. . 
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The curtain draws in a similar fashion to the bloody 
handkerchief with. which Hamm covers his face. Life's one-
act tragedy has come to an end and the audience, being purged 
of all emotion~, files quietly out of the theater into the 
ntght •. 
) . 
· 11Jean-Jacques Mayoux, "The Theater of Samuel Beckett," 




Krapp's Last Tape 
The last main dramatic achievement of Samuel Beckett 
which I plan to discuss with some detail in this paper will 
I 
be Krapp's ~Tape. The play was originally composed in 
English by the author and first presented in London at the 
Royal Court Theater on October 28, 1958. The play reached· 
the United States in 1960 and was presented.along with the 
Zoo Story by Albee at the Provincetown· Playhouse in New York. 
In 1959 it ap,peared in translation as La Derni~re Bande as a 
. 
result of the author's collaboration with Pierre Leyris·. 
I am not sure why this play happens to be my favorite 
of Beckett's works, but one aspect which strikes me is that 
the complete picture of the play is immediately evident. 
One is able to grasp the play's meaning and horror without 
pondering hidden allusions ·which might appear in names o't 
events. It tak~s a rather careful study of Endgame and Godot 
to be able to really confront their depths of the nausea of 
the human picture. In Krapp's ~ Tape Beckett has been 
able to.present his audience with about fifteen minutes of 
pure straight-forward human suffering. 
On stage we have one character and two voices. 
Krapp is now an old man of sixty-nine years·, and all that is 
· . left to him in li'fe is to listen to· tapes which he made 
during his youth. He has now arrived at his last .tape, 
recorded when he was thirty years younger. Beckett paints 
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a very_ vivid picture of Krapp in the opening stage directions: 
A late evening in the future. Krapp's den 
£this read "La turne de Krapp" in the French 
version--perhaps a somewhat more descriptive 
ter!!V'. Front center a small table, facing 
front, i.e. across from the drawers, a wearish 
old man: Krapp. Rusty black narrow trousers 
too short for him. Rusty black sleeveless 
waistcoat, four capacious pockets. Heavy 
silver watch and chain. Grimy white shirt 
open-at the neck, no collar. Surprising 
pair of dirty white boots, siz·e ten at least, 
very narrow and pointed. White face. Purple 
nose. Disordered grey hair. Unshaven. Very 
near~sighted (but unspectacled). Hard of . 
hearing. .Cracked voice. Distinctive into!--,. 
nation. Laborious walk. On the table a 
tape-recorder with microphone and a number 
of cardboard boxes containing reels of 
recorded tapes. Table and immediately 
adjacent area.in stro~g white light. Rest 
of stage in darkness. 
Thus we are able to see that Krapp, not unlike the 
characters in Endgame and Godot, is a· typical degenerate 
Beckettian. specimen.. He is afflicted with some degree of 
almost all· the maladies which Beckett's other dramatis 
personae suffer ... To top the iist he also.suffers from 
chronic constipation which is certainly personified in the 
name Krapp .. 
\ ·; ··, ,, .. ,.., . . •:- ' ~ .. 
1samuel Beckett, Krapp' s La·st Tape· (New York:· Grove 
Press, Inc., 1-958), pp .. 9-10. ·All quotations in English will 
be from this. edition.. · 
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As Vladimir and Estragon were fond of eating carrots 
and turnips, Krapp produces various bananas during the play 
which he consumes and washes'down with several shots of 
beverage. 
Mr. Abel has contributed some interesting comments 
on Krapp's preoccupation with bananas: 
In Krahp 1 s ~Tape, the protagonist, who is 
also t e only person on stage, plays with 
himself. If this sounds masturbatory, then 
I have not been misunderstood. As a matter 
of fact, Krapp's eating of a banana is done 
in such a way--and Beckett's stage directions 
are very precise--as to give just this 
suggestion. ~oreover, Krapp'plays with his 
.tapes, on which his memories are transcribed. 
He plays with his memories too--all writers 
do that--bu~ Krapp does it without any aim 
or purpose. . 
Nothing indicates that Krapp's decrepit condition is 
due to anything other than the normal ravages of passing time. 
He does play with himself as Mr. Abel has pointed out, and 
all that is left to him is the enjoyment of a sort of second 
youth which has been reduced to a series of magnetic impulses 
on tape; he is not able to recall anything on his own and 
even fails to recognize several words and events of his youth 
which the younger Krapp refers to in his tapes. 
'. , 
Hts life seems to have beem a complete· failure, and 
we learn that he had once been a writer of sorts but managed 
to sell only seventeen copies of the book he published. 
We are perhaps able to find here in Krapp's recordings 
a device which was used in all the· works of Marcel Proust •. 
We have a type of stream of consciousness which was so 
familiar to Proust, especially in his· work A ~ Recherche. du 
· Temps Perdu. In his essay on Proust Beckett comments at 
length upon certain events in Proust's everyday life which 
would cause him to recall aspects of his childhood; the case 
. . 
. 
of the madeleine steeped in an infusion ~f tea is perhaps 
one of the most famous events in. Western literature. As· 
previously sta~ed, Krapp is beyond the capability of 
I . 
spontan.eous recall and must rely solely upon his tapes 'to 
which he seems to talk and make occasional critical·"comments 
as th~ reel~progresses. 
Mr. Wellwarth is able to see a similarity between 
Beckett's trilogy of novels and that of old Krapp: 
Beckett's later trilogy, Molloy (1951), · 
Malone Dies (1951), and The Unnamable (1953), 
is composeci of books written in the first 
person by men who are reminiscing at the end 
of their lives, trying to fasten upon some 
significant event so as to prove to themselves 
it was not all in vain. This is also Krapp 1 s 
purpose in Krapp 1 s Last Tape •. None of them 
succeed. Molloy, Malone, and The Unnamable 
are essenti.ally the same person.. They are 
completely negative beings who have accomo-"'.'.· .. ,,, 
plished nothingo3 
Ja.eorge Wellwarth, The Theat·er of Protest and 
Paradox., (New York: New York University Press~ 1964H-PoUt.7. 
Krapp has reduced his life to several actual events 
·which he feels might have been worthwhile and which he even 
seems to regret. Being now an impotent old man he has some 
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vivid recollections, via magnetic tape, of past love affairs. 
He refers himself back to one of his less fruitful relation-
ships with "Bianca." The younger Krapp has been relating: 
(Pause. ) 
Just been listening to an old year, passages 
at random. I did not check the. book., but it 
must have been.ten or twelve years ago. At 
the time I think I was still living on and. 
off with Bianca in Kedar Street. Well out of 
that, Jesus yes!. Hopeless business. (Pause.) 
Not much about her, apart from her eyes. 
Very warm. I suddenly saw them again. · 
(Pause. ) Incomparable! (Pause. ) Ah well. • 
(Pause.) These old P.M.s are gruesome, but 
I often find them--(Krapp switches off, 
broods, switches on)--a help before embarking 
on a new ••• (hesitates) ••• retrospect. 
Hard to believe I was ever that young whelp. 
The voice! Jesus! And the aspirations! 
{Brief laugh in which Krapp joins.) And the 
resolutions! (Brief laugh in which.Krapp 
joins.) To drink-less, in particular~ 
{Brief laugh of Krapp alone.)· ..... (pp. 15-. 
16) . 
We can see.by this recording that the events issuing 
forth from the loudspeaker are actually third-hand events 
and that Krapp was much in a similar situation thirty-years 
ago. His recording at this past date was actually just 
c_omments on previous recordings of cherished events. 
A fragment of Beckett's bitter biography· is ·out-
. 
standing in one of Krspp's recordings. Early in his career 
I 
• 
Beckett was fo~ced to stand by helplessly and .watch his 
mother and brother die a very painful and slow death from 
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a nerve and brain-destroying disease.4 The following 
passage represents Krapp's recollections of the day his 
mother died while he was sitting on a bench outside near a 
canal within sight of her window. The Proustian traditioni. 
shows up strongly in Krapp's rememberance of the rubber ball: 
There I sat, in the biting wirid, wishing she 
were gone. (Pause.) Hardly a soul; just a 
few regulars, nursemaids, infants, old men, 
dogs.. I got to know them quite well--oh by 
appearance of courae I meanl One dark young 
beauty I recollect particularly,_ all white 
and starch, incomparable bosom, with a big 
black hooded perambulator, most funereal ·,thing. 
Whenever I looked in her direction she had 
her eyes on me. And yet when I was bold 
enough to speak to her--not having been 
introduced·--she threatened to call a policeman. 
As if I had designs on her virtue! (Laugh• 
Pause. ) The face she had! The eyesl Like 
••• (hesitates) ••• chrysolite! (Pause.) 
Ah well ••• (Pause.) I was there when--
(Krapp switches off, broods, switches on 
again)--the blind went down, ·one of those 
dirty brown roller affairs, throwing a ball 
for a little white dog, as chance would have 
it. I happened to look up and there it was. 
All over and done with, at las.t. I sat for 
a few moments with the ball in my hand and 
the dog yelping and pawing at me. {Pause.) 
Moments. · Her moments, my moments. (Pause. ) 
The dog's momep.ts .. · (Pause .. ) In the end I 
held it out gently.. A small, .•old, black, · 
hard, solid rubber bell. (Pause.) I shell 
4R. Biggs, "Samuel Beckett's· world in Waiting," 
Saturday Review, June S, 1957, p. 14. 
feel it in my hand, until my dying day. 
(Pause.} I might have kept it. (Pause.) 
But I gave it to. the dog. (pp. ·19-20) 
One cannot help bearing in this passage the same 
terrible cry or pa.in that Krapp, Clov, and Beckett let out 
when referring to·yesterday, "that bloody awful day, long 
ago, before this bloody awful day."5 
Krapp now narrows his life down to one event which 
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he plays several times in order to better gr_asp its mood and 
emotions. This is the love-making scene which takes place in 
a boat upon a lake--perhaps the lake Como affair of Nell and 
Nagg when they first became engaged--and he impatiently winds 
· the tape forward to the .memorable spot· and then rewinds it 
and lives it once more: 
--upper lake, with the punt, bathed off the 
bank, then pushed out into the stream and 
drifted. She lay stretched out on the floor-
boards with her hands under her head and her 
eyes closed. Sun blazing down, bit of a 
breeze, water. nice and lively. I noticed a 
scratch on her thigh and asked' her· how she 
came by it. Picking· gooseberries, she said. 
I said again I thought it was hopeless and no 
going on, and she agreed, without opening 
her eyes. (Pause.) I asked her to look at 
me and after a few moments--(pause)--after a 
few moments she did, but the eyes· just slits, 
because of the glare. I bent over her to get 
~them in the shadow and they' opened. (Pause.· 
Low.) Let' me in. (Pause;) We drifted in 
among the flags and stuck. The way they. went 
.5Endgame, P• 43. 
down, sighing, before the stem! (Pause.) 
I lay down across her with my face in her 
breasts and my hand on her. We lay there 
·without moving. But under us all moved, 
and moved us, gently, up and down, and from 
side to side. • • • (pp. 22-23) 
Krapp has exposed his one brief orgasmic moment of 
happiness. 
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After repeating his cherished tape Krapp decides to 
make another where.he had left off thirty years before. His 
thoughts become even more disorganiz'ed and useless as he 
realizes that his recording is in vain: 
Just been listening to that stupid bastard I 
took myself for thirty years ago, hard to 
believe I was ever as bad as that. Thank 
God that's all done with anyway ••• Nothing 
to say, not a squeak. What's a year now? 
The sour· cud and the iron stool. (Pause.) 
Revelled in the word spool. (With relish.) 
Spooool! Happiest moment of the pa.st half 
million. .. • .• Fanny came in a couple of 
times. Bony old ghost of a whore. Couldn't 
do much, but I suppose better than a kick in 
the crutch.. The last time wasn't so bad .. 
Ho:w do you manage it, she said, at your age? 
I ·told her I'd been saving up for her al~ my 
life. o v • All that old misery (Pause.) 
Once wasn't enough for you. (Pausev) Lie 
across her .. 
(Long pause. He suddenly bends over machine, 
switches off, wrenches off : .. tape, throws it 
away, puts on the other,, winds it forward:· 
to the passage he wants, switches on, listens 
staring front .. ) 
--gooseberries, she said. .. • • (pp .. 24-27) 
Once again the events pour forth from the loudspeaker, 
but this last time Krapp has lost most of his previous 
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enthusiasm for the memorable passage and no longer moves his 
lips with the words on the tape: 
Here I end this reel. Box--(pouse)--three, 
spool--(pause)--five. (Pause.) Perhaps my 
best years are gone. When there was a chance 
of happiness. But I wouldn't want them back. 
Not with the fire in me now. No, I wouldn't 
want them back~ (p. 28) 
And so the last tape of Krapp's recorded past comes 
to an end. Beckett's two lines of stage directions which end 
the play are perhaps the most tragic that he ever wrote;· their 
bleakness and ant~pathy leave the audience spellbound: 
(Krapp motionless staring before him. The 
tape runs on in silence. Curtain.) (p. 28) 
. . 
It has been reported that Beckett's original plan 
was.to create a··trilogy of Krepps: Krapp with his wife, 
Krapp with his wife and child, and Krapp.alone. He has now 
abandoned the p.roject. 6 
Critics seemed to maintain varying opinions concer~ 
ning the merits of Beckett's one-actere Donald Davis played 
~he part of Krapp in the New York produ·ction and was hailed 
f·or a brilliant performance by almost ell, even those who .- ' 
. . 
did not like the play: 
The sketch is much indebted for its success 
6Esslin, p •. 420 · 
also: 
to a brilliant cast, which consists of Donald 
Davis. It would have been accomplishment 
enough, I should think, merely to keep from 
looking foolish while spending all that time 
in listening attitudes, but Mr. Davis manages 
to make every ripple of expression speak, · 
either comically or touchingly, of the terrible. 
attrition of the years.7 
Another reviewer gives Beckett some of the credit 
Beckett is finally able to. ·sound those chords 
of compassion which have always vibrated 
quietly in his other work. Yet, what really 
strikes me as new is the extraordinary eco-
nomy of the writing, the absolute flawlessness 
of the form. Godot and Endgame were marred · 
by their length.8 
Mr. Brustein has underlined an important aspect of 
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the play by .commenting on its length. I am inclined to 
agree wit~ him on the point that both Godot and Endgame were 
perhaps too·lengt.hy •. All of Beckett's late plays, which 
will be taken up in the next chapter, have been drastically 
cut in length, which ~s perhaps an effort on the author's 
.part to concentrate hi-s emphasis on a certain.question 
without confusing his audiences with qu·anti ties of symbols · 
and hidden meanings. 
1nonald Ml3lcolm; "Off Broadway," New Yorker ,r::Janu~ry 
30, 19?0, p~ 75., 
8 . . . . . .. ~ 
Robert Brustein, "Krapp 
~.Republic, February ~2, .1960, 
and a Little Claptrap,·" 
P• 21. 
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Krapp was a real human being, and we could feel much 
closer to him than we could to the more abstract cparacters 
of Endgame and Godot. The most horrifying aspect of the whole 
play is that we, sitting behind Krapp's desk, are able easily· 
• 
to see ourselves afflicted with 4ying organs and failing 
functions, something we cannot escape. 
CHAPTER V 
OTHER DRAMATIC WORKS 
. ) 
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Beckett's latest two-act play entitled Happy Days 
appeared at the Cherry Lane Theater on September 17, 1961, 
under the direction of Alan Schneider. The play is what 
might be termed a dramatic monologue by Winnie, a woman about 
fifty, who is buried up to her waist in a mound of dirt. 
Winnie's monologue is almost unbroken except for several 
comments by her husband Willie whose bald head can be seen 
behind the mound as he reads the newspaper and thumbs ·through 
. 
his prize collection of pornographic postal cards. Winnie 
attempts to fill her void existence with ramblings of her 
mis spent youth and· with. rurmnagi_ng: in: .. the·; con·t·entsc· of0; a:' sack 
. . 
which contains her toothbrush, toothpaste, ·comb, b.rush, and 
mirror., She goes through her daily routines at.the so:und 
of a harsh bell which rings (off stage) at different 
intervals .. 
Willie and Winnie never seem to agree· on any point 
of their existence, and their thoughts seem to run along the 
same line only when they discover an ant on stage: 
Winnie: ••• Looks like life of some kind! 
(Looks £or spectacles, puts them 
on, bends closer. Pause.) An 
emmetl (Recoils, Shrills.) Willie, 
.. an ennnet, a live emmet! (Seizes · 







again, inspects through glass.) 
Where's it gone? (Inspects.) Ah! 
(Follows its progress through grass.) 
Has like a little white ball in its · 
.arms. (Follows progress. Hand still. 
Pause.) It 1 s gone in ••• Like a 
little white ball. 
Eggs. 
{arresting gesture}. What? 
Eggs. (Pause. Gesture to lay down 
glasses.) Formicetion. 
(arresting gesture). What? 
Formication. 
1 (murmur). God. • • • 
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At this they both laugh together, perhaps for the · 
~ first time in their lives, having thus reduced human 
propagation, to a dirty pun .. 
The second act finds Winnie buried in the same mound 
up to her neck. There is a gun on the mound next to her . .. 
• 
which Willie struggles in vain to reach, wishing to end it 
all rather than take the slow and painful road to heaven. 
Winnie 1 s memoryr has become weaker, her speech more .-· 
fragmentary, and she is now unable to recall some of the 
classical. lines in literature which she quoted in the first 
act. Ruby Cohn had the following comment about the work: 
In Happy Days Beckett has discovered a new 
stage metaphor for the old human condition~ 
burial in a dying earth, exposure under a 
ruthless sun. Although Winnie's resolute 
cheerfulness is suspect, her happy smile~ 
and words nevertheless lighten the atmosphereo 
lsamuel Becket~ Happy Days (New York: Grove Press, 
Inc.g 1961), PP• 29-30. ·. . 
~ 
Not only does she insist upon the happiness 
of her day--"old style" though it may be--
but she is constantly, busily counting her 
blessings. Her most frequent repeated · 
refrain, "That is what I find so wonderful," 
and the ability to smile remain with her 
almost to the final curtain of Act II. In 
her two quotatfons about woe, there is also· 
mention of "joys" and "laughing." In the 
scene from which the Romeo and Juliet phrases 
are taken, Juliet is not actually dead, and · 
in Cymbeline Imogen does not die at all.2 
I am inclined to feel tnat Miss Cohn is being 
slightly too optimistic in her outlook here. "Happiness" 
and "joy" have never been used .before by Beckett to 
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illustrate anything but bitter irony.· Winnie's last words 
as the curtain falls are "Oh this .!!!. a happy day, this will · 
have been another happy day!" After recounting the entire 
ordeal of her useless life I cannot see anything but horror 
in these last words. 
According to one critic the chi~f merit of the play 
was the splendid performance of Ruth White who played the 
pert of Winnie: 
I rate her performance as the most remarkable 
tour de force in the New York theater of the 
present moment. What she has to do is to give 
substance to a mood, helped by nothing but 
her vocal range and facial expression. I 
have called Happy Days a ·concerto~ Its 
action bears a strong similarity to music. 
2Ruby Cohn, Samu.e1 Beckett:· The Comic Gam\lt (New 
Brunswick: Rutgers University Press, 1962), Po 2S7o 
That is, it cannot be broken down into a 
series of logical propositions; it· is an 
evocation of feeling, set, as music is set, 
into some kind of ·mathematical framework, 
and aimed squarely at the solar ple.xus.3 
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The Saturday Review underlined the fact that life is 
a slow death with Winnie and Willie and much credit was 
given to William Ri tman' s glaring yellow setting whic_h 
provided "a quality of mercilessness that makes ridiculous 
~ 
Winnie's constant repetition or thanksgi~ings."4 Alan 
Schneider was not without praise,and it was :felt by·most 
that he did a remarkable job with the complicat-ed text of 
Happy Days. 
Beckett composed two plays in English for broadcast 
on the B.B.C. All That Fall was presented on January °13, 
-~- ··"' . 
1957, and Embers was broadcast June 24,· 1959. To. my know-
ledge these plays ha.ve never been presented in this country. 
Both plays were translated into Freno~ by Robert Pignet with 
the collaboration of Beckett himself., 
In Embers the protagonist Henry is haunted by voices 
from the past which are mingled with the background.sounds 
of the sea. He has visions of his dead father who had 
. .3!1Artbur .. P.umplir~y-:at Lthe i.Theate-l;', tr·_ Thea:ter :Ar.ts'' 
November, 1961, p., 5?., · '. ··. . ____ , 
4Henry Hewes, "Broadway Postcript, '' Saturday Review, 
October 7 ». 1961, ·p., )80 
:..J, 
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despised him as a worthless son, and he is unable 'to make 
any real contact with him. He talks with his dead wife Ada, 
and they discuss their past married life and how they used 
to make love by the sea. When these visions vanish Ada 
leaves him in contemplation of his lonely thoughts sitting 
in front of a dead fire of which only the glowing emb~rs 
remain. 
All That Fall contains perhaps the largest cast of --- ' 
any of Beckett's plays. Instead of the usual cripples and 
clowns we have the make up· of an Irish village; a carter, a 
·retired bill-broker, a porter, a station master, etc. As 
we heard the sea in the background of Embers, All~ Fall 
is haunted by sounds of rural life and of the road. All of 
the characters seem to be personalities in themselves and 
all have different traits, such as the station master who 
' 
j 
chews on his mustache in moments of stress. This set:of 
cha:racters is entirely different from· the four clowns of. 
Godot who showed no real individuality at all.. The entire 
play is a journey to the station and back again with wait1ng 
in betweeno The play is based upon the death of a child, and 
the question· .. rema~ns throughout the work whether or not Mro 
Rooney was guilty. In the end this question turns out· to be 
· as useless a:s asking whether or not Pozzo was Godot. 
Beckett also composed in French, and later translated 
into Englis_h, Act Without Words .r· and II which were 
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pantomines for one and two players respectively. Act Without 
Words ! was first prese~ted at the Royal Court Thea.tar in 
London on April 3, 1957. The main action consists of a man 
responding to .whistles from off stage, running to all corners 
of the set trying to find their origin. When objects are 
let down from above by ropes, he is unable to get them. 
Perhaps this is. Beckett 1 s idea of man frustrated by what is 
handed him from heaven. 
. 
I have no information about presentations~or A6t ··-
Without Words II except that it appeared on a United States 
television network around the beginning of this year {196.5). 
It shows two men emerging from sacks, who go through their 
daily morning routines of dressing •. Having finished they 
then re turnt·: to their sac ks. 
I have not bee.n able to locate a text of Beckett 1 s 
latest pl~y, entitled Pla;y:, .which was presented along with 
Pinter's ~ Lover at the Cherry Lan·~- Theater in New York 
in January, 1964. His stage directions for the fifteen . 
minute one-acter give us a clue to his style: 
Extreme front, touching one another, three 
large white urns, one yard high, from whic:ht 
three heads protrude_ through holes c·lose 
fitting to their necks,. • ;; Lf,hei}face 
undeviatingly front throughout act. Ager: .. 
indifferent. 'Appearanc~: indifferent •••• 
Faces impassive throughout. · Voice.A toneless 
.:; :: .. ·\· .~ ·: • . <"] 'J~.:~··c .. -<~'~.: ... ·~·(· ... ;: 5. r·.;· -~_·(:.") ~.r;.~. tr~ri • ' .. · , 
.. 
..... 
•' • .. :' 
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except where expression indicated.5 
According to Mr. Churrnan, the theme of the play is' 
based upon adultery. Time magazine pointed out that the 
three characters on stage represented husband, wife, end 
.mistress.6 Mr. Brustein relates: 
What they relate, in abrupt discontinuous 
phrases, is a litany of adultery, punctuated 
by the man's dyspepsia, the woman's screams, 
the wife's· laughter, and conducted b~ a cold 
finger of light which picks at their heads 
with cruel indifference to pain.7 
• 
This light seems to dart.from head to head, starting 
and stopping each speakero Mr. Hewes appearer: to' find' .. that 
much of the pl~y's poetry is lost because of the rapid 
shifting of focus and the occasional speaking in chorus 
which makes it very it ve,ry difficult f~r·· the audience to 
grasp the play's meaning. He also feels that while Mro 
. Pinter {in~ Lover)-:.puts blame on our inner selves, 
Beckett appears to blame God.a 
5Harold Churman, "The~ter," Nation, January 27, 1964, 
P• 106. '· 
6"The.Theater~" Time~· Jan~ary 17~ · 1964, p. 64. 
-
· · 7Robert .Brustein, "Theater," .!i2.. Republic 11 February~., 
l, 196411 p. 30. . . . 
8Henry Hewes, "Broadway Posts~r~p\;~·":.saturday .Review, 
January 25, 1964, Po 25. . . 
It is difficult to really come to grips -.with:-,thi~ ~= 
play without having seen the text itself, and I feel that 
perhaps after Play becomes more familiar to audiences then 
more serious criticism will be made ·available. This is 
• 
Beckett's latest. billboard; it w.ould be .~nteresting to 
, 












A recapitulation or·Beckett~s dramatic style,· 
tendencies, and themes would be of value at this time to aid 
one in an overall view of.his work done for the theater •. 
Beckett's characters could all be classed under the 
heading of degenerate lower organisms, lacking greatly in 
. 
personality, void of all emotions, and sadi~tically selfish. 
I 
Beckett has reduced mankind to a mere clown who, through the 
use of slapstick.and· often crude humor, jokes about the 
absurdity of the human situation. Horace Gregory.refers to 
these creatures as ·"Dying gladiators" who ·inhabit purgatory, 
being never completely damned or blessed. 1 
It is to be noted that in all of Beckett!s works we 
are confronted not with single characters but with couples. 
Although these pairs .of individuals maintain some sort of 
oppo"site.relationship, which would usually tend to separate· 
them rather than bring them together, we realize that one 
partner would be helpless and unable to exist without the 
other.. "The Pozzo-Lucky relationship proves to be one of 
sadist-masochist thus causing one to be dependent upon the 
other.. Estragoµ and Vladimir seem to need each other as 
1Horace Gregory, "Beckett•s'Dying Gladiators," 
Commonweal,· October 26, 1956, p~ 88e 
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sounding boards- for expressing ideas, and they are both held 
together by their· waiting for Godot. The Nell-Nagg couple 
was commented upon by a reviewer in L'Esprit Gr~ateur: 
The relation of Nell and Nagg as father and 
mother finds its most concrete expression in 
their legless existence in separate garbage 
cans. Parenthood does not provide a bond, 
a cause for existence or survival. We see 
them as parents only through their son's 
curses. Their sex relationship has obviously 
been a game or a farce, continued day after 
day, as they frequently say "Time f<?r love" 
and disappear into their cans. All relations 
are reversed in a play which be.gins "C 1 est 
fini."2 
Winnie and Willie in Happy Days do not have a clearly 
outlined past, but it appears as if they have spent many 
years together in some type of emotionally sterile relation-
ship. Even Krapp is not doomed ~o isolation because he is 
able to communicate with another )\rapp ?n tape from whom 
he is unable to separate himself. Thus, as previously 
mentioned, the Beckettian couple is eternal togetherness, 
unable to break away from e~ch other, unable to destroy 
themselves to flee the tragic efistence which engulfs them. 
The language in Beckett's productions i·s reduced to 
the most simple construction possible. His works.are filled 
with pauses and directions indicating silence on the part of 
2"The Couples and· the Performanee in Samuel Beckett's 
Plays_," L1Esprit Createur, Winter 11 1962, p. 17p •. · 
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the speaker which proves to be a very effective tool in 
conveying a_ certain emotion or feeling to the audience sine~ 
6he ·is given time ·to .. digest.·different,.phrases.· .The· pause,,·: 
is especially effective in Krapp 1 s ~ TaEe wh~re the utter 
.loneliness of a decrepit old man comes through so strongly 
.as he pauses, stutters, and sits in silence. 
The playwright's talent as a poet often manifests 
itself in his dramatic pieces; I have already cited a passage 
ini ;Wai ting !:2.!: Godot which is poetry in its. purest fo~m •. 
Jean Genet made the following comment on Beckett's poetry: 
It is poetry that. Beckett has written--a 
jeremia.d without definite complaints, poetry 
of fragmentary physical majesty and the 
minds of questioning anguish, poetry written 
in the dark and to be read there.3 
Much of the crude humor which appears in his French 
works somehow is dropped· when trans late·d into English. One 
good example of this is the situation in Endgame where Clov 
is attempting to catch the flea which is in Hamm's trousers •. 
I present the original here along with Beckett.' s translation,, 
and orie is able to realize that a literal translation not 
only would be impossible but would lose most of its humor: 
Clov: La ·vacheo 
Hamm: Tu·l 1 as eue? 
Clov: On dirait ••• 
The bastard! 
Did you get him? 
Looks like it ••• 
3Jean Genet,, "Letter From Paris," New Yorker, March 




A moins qu'elle 
ne se tienne 
corte. 
Co:!tel Coite tu 
·veux dire. A 
moina qu' elle ne 




Layingl · Lying you 
mean. Unless he's. 
lying doggo. 
Ahl On dit .· ··=Ah! One says lying?. 
coite? On ne Orie doesn't say · 
dit pas co•fte? laying? . 
Mais voyons!' Si Use your head, can't 
elle ne se teneit you. If he was · 
co~te nous .. ,,· ,. laying we'd be 
se~ions· bais6s. bitched. (p. 34) 
(p. 51) 
I have also attempted to point out textual. 
differencies which appear in the French versions and are, 
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for some unkn.own reason, left out of the English translation. 
Some of the parts which the English readers miss I feel are 
important to the interpretation of a passage or idea; however, 
B~ckett . seems to have chosen. to leave them out. No critics 
have had much to say on this subject let alone Beckett 
himself a 
Although comedy plays·a very important role in 
Beckett's productions, it is so twisted and shadowed by 
irony and tragedy that audiences usually cease to laugh once 
the play has progressed past the initial exposure. Vladimir 
and Estragon at first appear hilarious on stage in their 
.. ,.. . .. .. . . . . , 
poorly·fitted clot~ing and clown-lik~ ~anner, but as the 
play,continues they become.mor~ and m<?re regarded as a pair 
_) 
of tragic figures end their actions evolve into pathetic 
struggles.. Ruby Cohn has classified Beckett as a "Comic 
Gamut"·•and makes the following comment on his work: 
His plays fit neatly into what is becoming a 
tradition of cosmological comedy. The on-
stage concretion of different characters 
diffuses the quest for selfhood, as the 
representation of phenomena minimizes 
disparagement of the means of perception. 
Such stage techniques as repetitive 
stichomythia, ludicrous and simple props, 
conflict of testimony--reveal Beck.ett as an 
imaginative theatrical craftsman, but 
explore few areas of absurdity where Kafka, 
the modern master of cosmological comedy, 
has not preceded him. Inventive technique 
alone does not broaden the comic domain; 
Ionesco, for example uses non-concentration 
of dialogue and incident in comedies of . 
manners within a larger comic framework, 
and, similarly, society is not comp~etely 
absent from Beckett's plays (the ·two sets of 
. couples in.Godot and the family in Endgame, 
the village in All That Fall). Even these 
creatures are essentrally alone, however, 
when they face creation and, perhaps, a 
creator.4-
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Beckett has thus transformed man's only instinctive 
gift of self-comfort, the ability to laugh, into·a mockery · 
of horroro. 
I have pointed out some of the outstanding aspect~ · 
of Beckett's theater, those which identii'y it with the 
theater of the absurd.. As far as the Aristotelian unities 
are concerned they are non-existent; his plays are plot~es~, 
'' . ' I ~ > • • •' . ; '., · ... :~ . : _ t • . .. • ; ; .·. 1 : ~ • • • • ~ • • t,; ! • , L 
. . , 
4Ruby Co~, "The Comedy· or Samuel Beckett," Yale 
French Studies, Summer, 1959, p. 160 · ----
.. •,:,.-. 
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virtually without action, timeless in the sense that they . . 
take place et_ no special time, have no climax, and end 
exactly where they began. It would be difficult to say at 
this time whether or not Beckett has really mafie any 
profound contribution to the dramatic process; I think that 
once we get over the initial shock of this new theater we 





The greatest disadvantage that I have encountered in 
writing this paper is that I have never seen a play of the 
theater of the ab,surd; I have based', my critic ism on reviews. 
by different critics and on my own reactions after reading 
Beckett's works both in English and French. 
I do not hold that the theater of the absurd will ·:pe 
recorded as any classical tradition or development in drama, 
but rather it is ~ passing movement which will perhaps 
evolve into some new school of art. It is a theater 
searching for the new and rejecting the old,; what these 
artists will discover in the years to come remains yet' .to, :be 
seen. Jean Paris ;made the following speculation on the 
movement: 
Having brought new tools to the art~ the 
avant-gard will probably· turn to a revival 
of tragedy. · Already in poetry, younger 
writers seem to be aware once again' that 
beyond the absurdities of existence, beyond 
the clown's bitterness and sarcastic despair, 
they must find that iritense feeling for life 
which has always been and must remain the· 
premise of all great theater.l 
At this time J: am unable to make anymore of a 
' , 
lJ-ean Paris;· "The· Clock Struck 29," Reporter, 
October 4, 1956, PPo 39-400 
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prediction about Samuel Beckett than about his theater. I 
feel that he will become more popular as people begin to 
digest his works which at first proved to be rather shocking. 
Beckett leaves 'his audiences with no real message bub rather 
a picture of helpless man struggling in an absurd universe; 
no plan of-, escape from our doom is outlined by the playwright; 
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